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Abstract

Service network design is critical to the profitability of express shipment carriers. In this thesis,
we consider two challenging problems associated with designing networks for express shipment
service. The first problem is to design an integrated network for premium and deferred services

simultaneously. Related existing models adapted to this problem are intractable for realistic
instances of this problem: computer memory requirements and solution times are excessive. We
introduce a disaggregated information-enhanced column generation approach for this problem

that reduces the number of variables to be considered in the integer program from hundreds of
thousands to only thousands, allowing us to solve previously unsolvable problem instances.

The second problem is to determine the express package service network design in its en-
tirety, including aircraft routings, fleet assignments, and package flow routings, including hub
assignments. Existing models applied to this problem have weak associated linear programming
bounds and hence, fail to produce quality feasible solutions. For example, for a small network
design problem instance it takes days to produce a feasible solution that is provably near-
optimal using the best performing existing model. To overcome these tractability challenges,
we introduce a new model, referred to as the gateway cover and flow formulation. Applying our
new formulation to the same network design instance, it takes only minutes to find an optimal
solution.

Applying our disaggregated information-enhanced column generation approach and gateway
cover and flow formulation and solution approach to the network design problems of a large
express package service provider, we demonstrate tens of millions of dollars in potential annual
operating cost savings and reductions in the numbers of aircraft needed to perform the service.
Moreover, we illustrate that, though designed for tactical planning, our new model and solution
approach can provide insights for strategic decision-making, such as hub opening/closure, hub
capacity expansion, and fleet composition and size.

Thesis Co-supervisor: Cynthia Barnhat
Title: Professor, Civil and Environmental Engineering and Engineering Systems

Thesis Co-supervisor: Nigel H. M. Wilson
Title: Professor, Civil and Environmental Engineering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In 1998, the two largest express shipment carriers in the United States, Federal Express (FedEx)

and United Parcel Service (UPS) generated revenues of $9.4 billion and $7.1 billion, respectively,

in domestic, air-express shipment service [40] and [89]. In 2002, while the revenue of FedEx's

air-express shipment service was almost flat at $9.5 billion, the revenue of UPS' air-express

shipment service grew by more than 15%, to about $8.2 billion [40] and [89]. Many Wall

street analysts attributed UPS' revenue growth and gain in market share to its emphasis on

operational efficiency [84]. Indeed, including international express shipment service, FedEx's

operating margin, operating profit as a percentage of revenue, was 6.4% in 1998 and 4.8% in

2002. In contrast, the operating margins for UPS' package delivery business was 15.0% in 1998

and 13.6% in 2002. This includes the less profitable ground delivery service that accounts for

66% of UPS' domestic package delivery revenue. Clearly, efficient operations give carriers a

decisive competitive advantage, allowing the carrier to price its service more aggressively and

gain market share, or use the cash flow generated to make further investment to achieve an

advantageous position.
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Given the high-revenue and low-operating margins of air express shipment service, even a

single-digit percentage improvement in operating costs translates to substantial savings. Be-

cause service network design is the first step in express shipment service planning, it is ex-

ceedingly important in improving operating efficiency. In this dissertation, our objective is to

develop optimization models to help express shipment carriers design cost-minimizing service

networks.

The difficulty of the Express Shipment Service Network Design (ESSND) problem comes

from the need to model both integer aircraft routes, referred to as design variables, and contin-

uous package flows. The LP relaxations of conventional network design formulations tend to

produce fractional solutions that are difficult to transform into good-quality feasible solutions.

Extended formulation techniques, as described in Armacost et al. [5 and Martin [74], embed

package flow decisions within the design variables, resulting in improved linear programming

(LP) bounds for special cases, though at the expense of greatly increased numbers of variables.

In this research, we are interested in designing for the ESSND problem models and algorithms

that improve tractability, typically through the provision of tight LP bounds.

1.1 Problem Description

We first describe the operations, modeling restrictions and planning process of a typical express

shipment carrier and define the ESSND problem.

1.1.1 Express Shipment Delivery Operation

Express shipment carriers operate transportation equipment, including both aircraft and ground

vehicles, and fixed facilities, such as gateways and hubs, to move shipments between customers

14



within a small time window. Figure 1-1 depicts a partial express package delivery service

network.

. Ground Center M Air Pickup Route

0 Gateway - Air Delivery Route

E] Hub 0 Ground/Feeder Route

Figure 1-1: Express Package Service Operations

Packages are typically picked up by ground vehicles and first transported to ground centers,

or more specifically, origin ground centers. A ground center can serve as both an origin

and a destination ground center, depending on whether the operation is a pickup or delivery.

A ground center is typically associated with a city, although there might be several ground

centers for a large city. After packages arrive at the origin ground center, an origin sort is

conducted to determine the routing for each package based on its destination and a pre-specified

package service plan. Though there are exceptions, which we discuss later in this section, the

shipment is typically transported to a gateway or an airport either by ground vehicles or small

aircraft. Packages at gateways are then picked up by jets. A jet follows a pickup route, with

arrival at a hub. Upon arrival at a hub, packages are sorted and consolidated by destination.
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Next, each package is delivered via air along its delivery route to its destination gateway, and

then transported to destination ground centers by ground vehicles or small aircraft. At the

destination ground center, a destination sort is conducted, and packages are loaded onto ground

vehicles for delivery.

Carriers typically offer different levels of service and charge higher premiums for higher

levels of service. The level of service is characterized by the time from pick-up to delivery. For

example, UPS offers both Next-Day and Second-Day services. For shipments picked up on a

given day, Next-Day service guarantees delivery by the early morning of the next day, typically

before 10 AM, and Second-Day service guarantees delivery by the end of the day after the

next. For both services, the full premium is refunded to customers if delivery is not made on

time (United Parcel Service [90]). Operations for different services are similar, with the same

equipment and facilities used, though maybe at different times. For example, the same aircraft

is used to deliver Next-Day shipments during the night and Second-Day shipments during the

day. The equipment and facilities required for air operations, therefore, are largely determined

by Next-Day service requirements because its time windows are the smallest.

1.1.2 Time Windows and Level of Service

To allow sufficient time for customers to prepare their packages, the carrier specifies the earliest

time, typically after typical business hours, shipments can depart each ground center, denoted

the Earliest Pickup Time from Center (EPTC). Similarly, to guarantee on-time delivery, the

carrier specifies the latest time shipments may be delivered to a ground center, called the

Latest Delivery Time to Center (LD TC). For Next-Day service, due to the small delivery time

window, the closest gateway is generally the only feasible ground center option, and therefore,

16



the earliest time a pickup aircraft can depart the gateway, denoted the Earliest (Gateway)

Pickup Time (EPT), and the latest time a delivery aircraft may arrive at the gateway, denoted

the Latest (Gateway) Delivery Time (LDT), can be determined by the EPTC and LDTC of

the ground centers the gateway serves and the transportation time between the gateway and the

ground centers. For Second-Day service, because more time is available for delivery, demands

can be transported to a gateway farther away and decisions involve selecting which gateway to

use. The EPT and LDT of a gateway in this case cannot be determined until decisions are

made to determine which gateway serves each ground center.

Timing requirements at hubs are specified as the Latest Hub Arrival Time (LHAT) and

the Earliest Hub Departure Time, (EHDT). Latest hub arrival time represents the latest time

a pickup flight can arrive at the hub and still allow sufficient sort time for the packages it

transports. Earliest hub departure time represents the earliest time a delivery flight may

depart from the hub. To accommodate time zone differences, pickup flights originating from

west coast gateways are typically allowed to arrive at non-west coast hubs later than those

originating from non-west coast gateways.

1.1.3 Demand

Each ground center serves a designated service area. The actual customer-to-customer demands

are therefore reflected as center-to-center demand, and demand estimates are reported at the

center-to-center level. Given the specified timing requirements at the ground centers and hubs,

the following demands can be handled en route by ground if:

* the demand can be transported from the origin ground center to the destination ground

center by ground vehicles within the time window spanned by the EPTC of the origin

17



ground center and the LDTC of the destination ground center.

* the demand can be transported from the origin ground center to a hub by ground vehicle

within the time window spanned by the EPTC of the origin ground center and the LHAT

of the hub, and transported from the hub to the destination ground center by ground

vehicle within the time window spanned by the EHDT of the hub and the LDTC of the

destination ground center.

Because ground transportation is much less expensive than air transportation, demands are

delivered via ground whenever en route ground delivery is possible, and such demands are not

considered in the air service network work design problem.

For Next-Day service, center-to-center demands can be directly aggregated into origin

gateway-destination gateway demands. For Second-Day service, gateway-to-gateway demands

can be obtained after ground centers are assigned to gateways. We refer to origin gateway-

destination gateway demands simply as origin-destination (0-D) commodities or origin-destination

volumes hereafter. We assume all these demands are deterministic, whether expected values,

conservative estimates, or another estimate.

1.1.4 Cost Elements for the Service Network Design Problem

Cost is incurred for aircraft operation, ground vehicle operation and package handling. Aircraft

operating cost includes two components:

1. Block time cost based on the block time (that is, flying time plus taxi time) flown, includes

mostly the crew and fuel costs;

18



2. Fixed cycle cost incurred on each flight leg, typically includes the landing fees and other

one-time charges.

Ground vehicle operating costs, largely based on the distance traveled, are much smaller

than aircraft operating costs, and hence, we considered them to be zero in this research.

Package handling cost also includes two components, a cost based on block time and a fixed

handling cost. Block time cost is a proxy for the marginal fuel cost, and handling cost largely

includes the package handling cost at ground centers and hubs. Package handling costs are

also much smaller than the aircraft operating costs, and we again consider them to be zero in

this research.

1.1.5 Other Restrictions

In addition to serving all demands within the specified timing windows, express shipment de-

livery service network design is subject to the following restrictions:

" Conservation of aircraft movement at both the gateways and hubs - if an aircraft departs

a location, that aircraft must arrive at that location;

" Airport capacity - the number of aircraft arrivals at a hub cannot exceed the number of

aircraft parking spots at the hub;

" Aircraft count - the number of aircraft of each fleet type used must not exceed the available

number;

" Aircraft capacity - the packages assigned to each aircraft cannot exceed the aircraft ca-

pacity; and
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* Hub sort capacity - the packages routed through a hub must not exceed its sort capacity.

1.1.6 Planning Process and Problem Definition

The carrier typically follows the process illustrated in Figure 1-2 for network planning. Focusing

5 years or more into the future, the strategic planning decisions to be made are: hub location, hub

capacity expansion and aircraft purchases. The data needed include forecasted demands, hub

set-up or capacity expansion costs and aircraft ownership costs. The objective is to minimize

both fixed infrastructure and equipment investment costs and long-term variable operating

costs.

Tactical planning for 6 month to 1 year into the future involves deciding hub assignments for

O-D commodities, aircraft routes and fleet assignment, with location and capacity of hubs, and

fleet composition and size all fixed. The objective is to minimize operating costs. Currently,

the carrier develops these tactical plans using a two-step sequential process. First, using rules

of thumb, O-D commodities are heuristically assigned to a specific hub. For example, if the

origin gateway of an O-D commodity is close to a hub, and hence can be picked up by ground,

the commodity is assigned to that hub. Some simple algorithms are also used to attempt

to achieve commodity-hub assignments that minimize total package miles. Once the hub

assignment decisions are made for every O-D commodity, commodities from the same gateway

and assigned to the same hub are consolidated into gateway-hub pickup demand. Similarly,

commodities to the same gateway and assigned to the same hub are consolidated into the

gateway-hub delivery demand. (The first step of tactical planning for Second-Day service also

includes selection of gateways to use and assignment of ground centers to gateways, before

assigning origin gateway-destination gateway volumes to hubs.)
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. Data:
Strategic Forecasted demand
Planning Hub set-up or expansion costs

Hub variable operating costs
Aircraft ownership costs

Decisions:
Hub location and capacity
Aircraft purchases

Data:
Tactical Forecasted O-D volume

Planning Hub location and capacity
Available fleet

Step I Aircraft operating costs and block time
Time windows and level of service

Decisions:
Hub assignment for O-D commodities

Tactical Data:
Planning Forecasted gateway-hub demand

Hub location and capacity
Step 2 Available fleet

Aircraft operating costs and block time
Time windows and level of service

Decisions:
Route and fleet assignment

Figure 1-2: The Current Network Planning Process of a Typical Express Shipment Carrier
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In the second step of the tactical planning process, (operating) cost-minimizing aircraft

routes and fleet assignment decisions are made, given the set of gateway-hub demands. We

define this step of the process as the express shipment service network design problem with

fixed hub assignment or the fixed hub assignment problem. In contrast, we define the tactical

planning process in its entirety, taking O-D commodities as input, determining hub assignments

for each O-D commodity, selecting the set of routes and the corresponding fleet assignments

that minimize total operating costs, as the express shipment service network design problem

with flexible hub assignment, or the flexible hub assignment problem.

Although Next-Day and Second-Day operations are performed sequentially, the two services

are interlinked. Fleet position as a result of the pickup and delivery operation of the Next-

Day operation affects fleet position and costs associated with the Second-Day operation, and

vice versa. In the carrier's current practice, because of problem size and complexity, tactical

planning for Next-Day and Second-Day services is done sequentially, solving two independent

ESSND problems, one for Next-Day and another for Second-Day service, with fleet position

fixed in the second ESSND problem based on the results of the first. Planning Next-Day and

Second-Day services simultaneously, that is, considering the Integrated Next-Day and Second-

Day problem, can result in better fleet positioning and significant savings.

In the first part of this research, we investigate the Integrated Next-Day and Second-Day

problem in which hub assignments for O-D commodities are determined a priori. We refer to

this as the Integrated Next-Day and Second-Day Problem with Fixed Hub Assignment. In the

second part of this research, we relax the fixed hub assignment assumption and consider the

flexible hub assignment problem.
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1.2 Contribution

In this research, our major contributions include:

9 Designing a robust solution methodology to solve the integrated Next-Day and Second-

Day problem with fixed hub assignment. Existing models that include all variables

are intractable: computer memory requirements and solution times are excessive. We

introduce a disaggregated information-enhanced column generation approach to reduce

the number of variables in the integer program from hundreds of thousands to only thou-

sands, allowing us to solve previously unsolvable ESSND problem instances. In addition

to its relevance to express package delivery, disaggregated information-enhanced column

generation can also be applied to other problem types, including multi-commodity flow

problems and crew-scheduling problems, to reduce model size and improve solution speed.

9 Developing an optimization model for the flexible hub assignment problem. Applying

existing models to the flexible hub assignment problem proves to be ineffective: (1) LP

relaxation bounds are weak; and (2) the numbers of variables are prohibitively large.

Extending the composite variable concept described in Armacost et al. [5}, we present

the Gateway Cover and Flow model, significantly reducing the numbers of variables and

improving LP bounds.

* Demonstrating the efficacy of both the information-enhanced column generation and the

gateway cover and flow model on carrier-specific problem instances that could not be

solved using existing approaches. We show that tens of millions of dollars in annual

operating costs can potentially be saved in each case, with even greater potential savings

in aircraft ownership costs and hub set-up and maintenance costs.
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1.3 Thesis Overview

In Chapter 2, we review recent literature on a more general class of network design problems,

namely the Network Design Problem, and the models and algorithms that have been designed

for ESSND problems.

In Chapter 3, we describe the inter-connection of the Next-Day and Second-Day operations

at a carrier and define the integrated Next-Day and Second-Day ESSND problem with fixed

hub assignment. Next, we demonstrate that we can model the ESSND problem for the carrier's

Second-Day operation as a daily problem, that is, the same operation is repeated daily. As a

result, we can adapt the model designed for the Next-Day fixed hub assignment problem to the

Integrated NDA-SDA Problem. This yields an intractable model because computer memory

requirements and solution times are excessive. To overcome intractability issues, we design

the disaggregated information-enhanced column generation approach, and demonstrate that it

allows us to reduce dramatically the number of columns in the integer programming model

and the solution time. We then apply disaggregated information-enhanced column generation

to the UPS Integrated NDA-SDA problem and demonstrate that potential annual operating

cost savings measure in the tens of millions of dollars. These savings result from: (1) reduced

ferrying costs; and (2) better coordinated NDA and SDA fleet movements.

In Chapter 4, we consider the flexible hub assignment problem. We first review different

variable definitions for modeling the flexible hub assignment problem, and present a formulation

for the flexible hub assignment problem based on our best variable definition. Through a

small service network design problem, we demonstrate the impact of variable definition on the

associated LP bounds and solution time. Applying our formulation to the UPS Next-Day
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service network design problem, we demonstrate that potential operating cost savings measure

in the tens of millions of dollars annually if hub assignment, route selection, and fleet assignment

decisions are made simultaneously. Moreover, we demonstrate that, although designed as a

tactical planning tool, our flexible hub assignment model can be used to provide insights for

strategic planning, and to achieve even greater savings in aircraft ownership costs and hub

set-up, capacity expansion and maintenance costs.

In the final chapter, we summarize the results and contributions of this thesis, and identify

areas for future research.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

The express shipment service network design is a spacial case of a broader class of problems,

that is, network design problems. Application of network design arises in distribution, trans-

portation, telecommunications and many other areas. In network design problems, we have a

set of demands, either single commodity or multi-commodity, and we want to install capacity

in the network such that we can move all demands from their origins to their destinations

with minimized flow and capacity-installation costs. In this chapter, we define the network

design problem and review the recent literature on network design and express shipment service

network design problems.

2.1 Classic Network Design Problems

Given a directed graph, G = (N, A), a set of origin-destination commodities, K, and a set of

facilities, F. Let k denote the unit flow cost of commodity k E K flown on arc (i, i) E A, df

denote the cost of installing one unit of facility type f on arc (i, J), and J denote the capacity
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provided by one unit of facility f on arc (i, J). We denote the origin and destination of an O-D

commodity as O(k) and D(k), respectively. Let yf be the integer decision variable indicating

the number of facilities of type f installed on arc (i, j), denoted as the design variable, and xk.

be the continuous decision variable indicating amount of flow of commodity k on arc (i, j), also

denoted as the flow variable. The network design problem is stated as:

min E E3 cij +>3 E df yf (2.1)
kEK (ij)EA fEF (ij)EA

subject to:

x k < uf yf (i, j) E A (2.2)
kEK fEF

bk if i =O(k)

> 4- Xii = -b if i = D(k) iENkEK (2.3)
j:(i,j)EA j:(j,i)EA

0 otherwise

x > 0 (i,j) E A, k E K (2.4)

yij E Z+ (i,j) E A, f E . (2.5)

Forcing constraints (2.2) ensure that the flow on any arc does not exceed the capacity

installed on that arc. Constraints (2.3) ensure conservation of flow for the commodities.

If there is only a single facility type, the problem becomes the classic network design problem

described in Magnanti and Wong [68] and Ahuja et al. [2]. If there are multiple facilities but

the flow cost is zero, the problem is the network loading problem (NLP) presented in Magnanti

and Mirchandani [70]. If there are multiple facilities and the flow cost is not zero, the problem
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is referred to as the multi-level network design problem described in Balakrishnan et al. [8].

Magnanti and Wong [68], and Minoux [75] provide surveys of network design models and

applications. Magnanti and Wong [68] demonstrate that many of the combinatorial problems

that arise in transportation planning are specializations or variations of network design, and

summarize potential applications and solution strategies.

2.2 Valid Inequalities for Network Design

The forcing constraints (2.2) in the network design formulation tend to result in highly fractional

solutions to the associated LP relaxations, and result in weak LP bounds. For this reason,

significant research has been devoted to deriving valid inequalities and to characterizing network

design polyhedra to strengthen the formulations.

Marchand et al. [73] present a survey on the use of valid inequalities for classes of problems,

including network design. Van Roy and Wolsey [91] and Padberg et al. [82] present valid

inequalities for fixed charge network design. Wolsey [94] derives a family of valid inequalities

using submodularity. Magnanti et al. [71] develop families of facets and completely character-

ize the convex hull for two core subproblems of the network loading problem. Magnanti and

Mirchandani [70] study a specialized version of the network design problem that is a general-

ization of the shortest-path problem and introduce two families of facets, providing geometric

interpretations.

Magnanti et al. [72] study the two-facility capacitated network loading problem. They

consider two solution approaches for solving the mixed integer program: a Lagrangian relaxation

strategy and a cutting plane approach that uses three types of valid inequalities. They show
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that the linear programming formulation including the three types of inequalities provides a

bound that is at least as good as that obtained from the Lagrangian relaxation, and demonstrate

the effectiveness of these inequalities in improving the LP relaxation.

Bienstock and GtmnlUk [27] study a capacity expansion problem and extend two types of

the valid inequalities presented in Magnanti et al. [72]. Chopra et al. [29] consider the one-

commodity, one-facility network design problem and present additional inequalities. Bienstock

et al. [28] compare formulations for the single-facility-multi-commodity network design prob-

lem, describe two classes of valid inequalities and use them to characterize the corresponding

polyhedron for a three-node graph. Mirchandani [76 considers an undirected network with

two types of capacitated facilities for both the single-commodity case and multi-commodity

case. Equivalent formulations in a lower-dimensional space are presented by projecting out

the flow variables. Mirchandani's results strengthen existing results for multi-commodity flow

problems. Atamtark [6] gives a complete linear description of the cut-set polyhedron of the sin-

gle commodity - single facility capacitated network design problem and extends the analysis to

multi-commodity-multi-facility capacitated network design problems. Klabjan and Nemhauser

[62] study the polyhedron of the single node capacitated network design model with integer

variable upper bounds and give a characterization of valid inequalities that is useful in proving

the validity of several classes of inequalities.

2.3 Solution Algorithms

Balakrishnan et al. [8] present a dual-based algorithm for the multi-level network design prob-

lem. Their algorithm first fixes certain design variables in a pre-processing step, and then
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applies a dual ascent procedure to generate lower and upper bounds on the optimal value.

Balakrishnan et al. [9] investigate relationships between alternative formulations for the two-

level network design problem and analyze the worst-case performance of a heuristic algorithm.

Balakrishnan et al. (10] design a decomposition algorithm for local access telecommunications

network expansion planning. They propose a Lagrangian relaxation scheme that solves an un-

capacitated subproblem to generate upper and lower bounds. The uncapacitated subproblem

is solved using a polynomial dynamic programming algorithm incorporating valid inequalities

based on the problem-specific polyhedral structure. Balakrishnan et al. [11] present worst-case

bounds for heuristics and LP relaxations of the overlay optimization problem and demonstrate

worst-case bounds for the uncapacitated multi-commodity network design problem. Bien-

stock and Gunluk [26] describe a cutting plane algorithm for the problem of network design to

minimize the maximum load on any arc. Barahona [14] solves both the bifurcated and nonbi-

furcated versions of the network loading problem using a relaxation based on the cut condition

for multi-commodity flows. Holmberg and Hellstrand [53] present a Lagrangian-based heuristic

within a branch-and-bound framework for solving the uncapacitated network design problem.

GunlUk [50] present a branch-and-cut algorithm to solve capacitated network design problems

using a knapsack branching rule. Stallaert [86] describes a simple procedure to derive network

inequalities for capacitated fixed charge network problems by exploiting properties of fractional

extreme point solutions to the LP relaxation. Chopra and Tsai [30] convert the multi-level

network design problem to a Steiner tree problem. The resulting formulation contains fewer

variables but exponential numbers of constraints. A branch-and-cut approach is used to solve

the problem.

In addition to valid inequalities, Benders decomposition [24] is also used to solve the network
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design problem. Magnanti et al. [69] present Benders cuts for the uncapacitated network design

problem and use a dual ascent procedure to accelerate the decomposition algorithm. Sridhar

and Park [85] develop an implicit branch-and-bound algorithm for the fixed-charge capacitated

network design problem, incorporating both Benders cuts and polyhedral cuts. They show that

Benders cuts are more effective under heavy traffic loads, while cut set inequalities are more

effective under light traffic loads.

Other algorithms used for solving the network design problem include approximation algo-

rithms. Let ZH be the objective value produced by an approximation heuristic H, and ZIp be

the integer programming optimum. We say H is a A-approximation algorithm if ZH < AZjp.

Agrawal et al. [1] present a polynomially solvable approximation algorithm for the general

Steiner network problem. Goemans and Williamson [44] describe a general technique produc-

ing 2-approximation algorithms for a large class of graph problems, including the shortest path,

minimum-cost spanning tree, minimum-weight perfect matching, traveling salesman and Steiner

tree problems. Based on the work of Goemans and Williamson, Bertsimas and Teo [25] propose

a primal-dual framework to design and analyze approximation algorithms for covering-type in-

teger programming problems that uses valid inequalities in its design. Hochbaum and Naor [52]

consider the network design problem with requirements specified for each subset of vertices of

bounded size. They describe an approximation algorithm for the case of a proper requirement

function. Jain [55] presents a 2-approximation for the generalized Steiner network problem

using its linear programming relaxation and iteratively rounding-off the solution. Karger [58]

uses random sampling-based approximation algorithms as a tool for solving undirected graph

problems.
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2.4 Related Problems

If the capacity installed on each arc is known, the network design problem (2.1)-(2.5) becomes

the multi-commodity network flow (MCNF) problem. Ahuja et al. [2] describe general

approaches for solving MCNF problems, including Lagrangian relaxation and Dantzig-Wolfe

decomposition. Barnhart [15] develops dual ascent procedures for solving large-scale MCNF

problems. Barnhart and Sheffi [16] develop primal-dual heuristics for MCNFs. Jones et

al. [57] investigate the impact of problem formulation on Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition for the

MCNF problem. Farvolden et al. [38] solve the MCNF problem using primal partitioning

and Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition. Leighton et al. [66] develop polynomial-time approximation

algorithms for MCNF problems. Barnhart et al. [17] solve large-scale MCNF problems with

column generation methods. Barnhart et al. [19] and Barnhart et al. [22] use branch-and-

price and branch-and-price-and-cut to solve large-scale integer MCNF problems in which the

flow of each commodity is constrained to a single path between the commodity's origin and

destination. Gabrel et al. [42] use Benders decomposition to solve MCNF problems with

general step cost functions. This class of problems includes the multi-facility network loading

problem as a special case.

Network reliability is important for many real-world applications. The survivable network

design problem (SND) seeks a minimum-cost network configuration that provides a specified

number of alternate edge-disjoint paths between the network. Goemans and Bertsimas [43]

develop two heuristics for the survivable network design problem based on the parsimonious

property. Williamson et al. [92] present a primal-dual based approximation algorithm for the

SND problem. Gabow et al. [41] improve the efficiency of the Williamson et al. algorithm
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based on a combinatorial characterization of the "redundant" edges and Padberg and Rao's

characterization of minimum odd cuts [81]. Balakrishnan et al. [12} introduce a multi-tier

survivable network design problem and propose a solution procedure that solves the single-tier

subproblems as matroids. Myung et al. [77] introduce network design models addressing

survivability by specifying allowable loss of traffic during a network failure under prescribed

conditions and develop an integer programming formulation solved by a heuristic procedure.

Balakrishnan et al. [13] present connectivity-splitting models that provide tighter LP relaxation

bounds for SND problems.

2.5 Network Design Applications and Service Network Design

Applications of network design arise in a wide range of areas. Aykin [7] presents an integer

programming formulation for airline capacitated hub-and-spoke network design and describe

an algorithm that first identifies a set of hub locations and then uses Lagrangian relaxation

and subgradient optimization to select routes. Lederer and Nambimadom [651 analyze airline

network and schedule choice using a model that permits derivation of analytical, closed form

expressions for airline and passenger costs. They suggest that it is optimal for a profit maxi-

mizing airline to design its network and schedule to minimize the sum of airline and passenger

costs.

Alevras et al. [3] develop cutting plane and heuristic approaches for solving the problem of

installing capacity on arcs in a telecommunications network. Sung and Jin [87] consider a hub

network design problem in which the network service areas are partitioned into predetermined

zones (represented by node clusters). The objective is to determine the required routes and
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hub locations in the predetermined zones such that the total network cost (hub construction

and transportation costs) is minimized. A dual-based solution approach is proposed to solve

the problem. Riis and Andersen [83] study a capacity-expansion problem in telecommunica-

tion network design. They take uncertain demand into consideration and develop a two-stage

stochastic integer programming formulation and propose an L-shaped solution procedure with

additional facet-defining inequalities. Holmberg and Yuan [54] present a mixed integer program-

ming model for internet protocol traffic network design and two heuristic solution procedures.

Barnhart et al. [23] formulate the railroad blocking problem as a network design problem

with maximum degree and flow constraints on the nodes. They propose a heuristic Lagrangian

relaxation approach to decompose the problem into a flow subproblem and a block subproblem,

and use subgradient optimization to solve the Lagrangian dual.

For service network design, Farvolden and Powell [37] consider the service network design

problem in the motor carrier industry and solve the problem using local-improvement heuris-

tics based on subgradients derived from the optimal dual variables of the shipment routing

subproblem. Gorman [45] and [46] uses a tabu-enhanced genetic search to solve the joint

train-scheduling and demand-flow problem in railroad planning. Crainic [34] classifies various

decision and management policies in freight transportation into three planning levels: strategic,

tactical and operational, and surveys work on the service network design problem, which is

increasingly used in tactical planning.

For express shipment service network design, Griinert and Sebastian [48] identify planning

tasks faced by postal and express shipment companies and define corresponding optimization

models. Leung and Cheung [67] propose models for the ground distribution network design

problem. Kuby and Gray [64] consider the single-hub capacitated problem and use the con-
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ventional network design formulation to model the problem. They apply the formulation to

the Federal Express west-coast hub case, which includes about 20 aircraft and a limited set

of routes. Barnhart and Schneur [181 present a formulation for the uncapacitated single-hub

problem and use column generation to obtain near-optimal solutions. Kim et al. [611 consider

the multi-hub capacitated problem with flexible hub assignment and use a heuristic solution

strategy. Building on the efforts of Kim et al., Krishnan et al. [63] present a heuristic algo-

rithm to select routes. Armacost et al. [5] consider the multi-hub capacitated problem with

fixed hub assignment. Under a restricted version of the problem, they transform conventional

formulations to a new formulation using composite variables. The resulting linear program-

ming relaxation gives stronger lower bounds than conventional approaches. They apply the

formulation to the UPS next-day air delivery network and report substantial savings.

2.6 Models for Express Shipment Service Network Design

In this section, we first review a formulation, the RF formulation, introduced by Kim et al.

[61] and Kim [59] for the ESSND problem with Flexible Hub Assignment. Next, we present

the concept of composite variables and their application in the ARM formulation, introduced

in Armacost et al. [5] and Armacost [4] for the ESSND problem with Fixed Hub Assignment.

To facilitate our discussion of these formulations, we first provide the following definitions:

Definition 1 Two formulations are equivalent if for any feasible solution to one, there exists

a corresponding feasible solution to the other with equal cost (and vice versa).

Definition 2 Let A and B be two equivalent (mixed) integer programming formulations, and

ALp and BLp be their respective LP relaxations. We say A is at least as strong as B if, for
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any feasible solution to ALP, we can find a feasible solution to BLP with equal cost.

2.6.1 Route and Flow Model for the Flexible Hub Assignment Problem

We define a route, denoted r, to be a sequence of connected flight legs. A pickup route visits

one or more gateways and is destined to a hub, and a delivery route originates from a hub and

visits one or more gateways. We define an aircraft route, denoted by (f, r), to be a route flown

by fleet type f C F. In the formulations introduced by Kim et al. [61], package flow variables

can be represented as flows on arcs, paths or trees. The particular form of the package flow

variables affects the number of variables and constraints, but does not affect the LP relaxation

bound. Here, we represent package flow decisions using path variables. We define a package

pickup path, or simply pickup path, as a sequence of flight legs from an origin gateway to a hub.

Similarly, a package delivery path, or simply delivery path, is a sequence of flight legs from a

hub to a destination gateway. We present the following notation and corresponding Route and

Flow (RF) formulation introduced in Kim et al. [61] for the flexible hub assignment problem,

assuming the package handling costs are negligible.

Sets

A set of pickup arcs.

B set of delivery arcs.

K set of O-D commodities.

F set of fleet types.

H set of hubs.

Af set of gateways.
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R1  set of routes that can be flown by fleet type f, f E F.

Rf, set of pickup routes that can be flown by fleet type f, f E F.

Rfo set of delivery routes that can be flown by fleet type f, f E F.

PD set of pickup paths for O-D commodity k, k E K.

P set of delivery paths for O-D commodity k, k E K.

P~hk
PL ' set of pickup paths from the origin of O-D commodity k to hub h, k E K, h E Hk.

D hk
P 'I set of delivery paths from hub h to the destination of O-D commodity k, k E K, h E Hk.

Data

ah number of aircraft parking spots at hub h E H.

bk volume of O-D commodity k E K.

cost of flying route r with fleet type f.

eh sorting capacity of hub h E H.

nf number of available aircraft of type f E F.

uf capacity of an aircraft of type f E F assigned to route r E R.

6p7 1 if arc (i, j) is included in path p, and 0 otherwise.

r 1 if arc (i, j) is included in route r, and 0 otherwise.

O(r) origin of route r.

D(r) destination of route r.

Decision Variables

f
Yr number of aircraft of fleet type f E F assigned to route r E Rif.

xk flow of commodity k E K on pickup (or delivery) path p E PPE (or PD).
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The RF formulation is then:

min df y4
miF rE E RfR

subject to:

y - Z
rERf,:O(r)=i rERD :D(r)=i

y - E
rERf :O(r)=h rER:D(r)=h

SE
f EF rERf :D(r)=h

yr = 0 i EA , f E F

yf=0 hEH, f E F

yr [ah hEH

5 'ufyf - 5 5 6 4 > 0
fEFrERf kEKpEpPk

S - S ,ufyf- 6 x k> 0
fEFrERf kEKpE7PkD

y4 E Z+, r E Rf, f E F, xpk > 0, k E K, p E P D

Constraints (2.7) and constraints (2.8), defined as gateway aircraft balance and hub aircraft
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y r nf f EF
rERfp

(i,j) E A

(i,j) EE

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

k E K, h E Hk

pP' h -PD h

E 1:xpk = bk
hEHk h

x 5 < eh,
kEK pEP Ph

k E K

h E H



balance constraints, respectively, ensure conservation of flow of aircraft by type at each gateway

and each hub. Constraints (2.9), defined as count constraints, limit the number of aircraft of

each fleet type selected in the solution to be no more than the number available. We need only

to specify these constraints for pickup routes because conservation of flow constraints ensure

that aircraft count will also be satisfied for delivery. Constraints (2.10), defined as landing

constraints, ensure that the number of aircraft arriving at a hub does not exceed the parking

spots available. We similarly only specify the landing constraints for pickup routes because

aircraft conservation of flow ensures satisfaction for delivery. Forcing constraints (2.11) and

(2.12) ensure that the package flow on an arc does not exceed the aircraft capacity provided.

Constraints (2.13) guarantee the conservation of package flow at hubs. Commodity cover

constraints (2.14) require that every commodity is served. Each hub has a sorting rate, the

number of packages that can be sorted in a unit of time. Given the sort time of a hub, we

can calculate the total number of packages that can be sorted at each hub, defined as the hub

sort capacity. Constraints (2.15), defined as hub sort constraints, ensure the total number of

packages sorted at a hub does not exceed the hub sorting capacity. In Chapter 4, we show how

this set of constraints can be represented dynamically to ensures that all packages can be sorted

based on the package arrival time.

The LP relaxation of the RF formulation provides a weak and ineffective bound and leads

to highly fractional solutions for realistic problem instances (see Kim et al. [61]). To improve

the LP bound, Kim et al. [611 apply cut-set inequalities, introduced in Magnanti, Mirchandani,

and Vanchani [72], in which the set of nodes A1 is partitioned into two subsets, S and T, such

that S U T = K and S n T = 0. The [S, T] cut denotes the set of arcs from S to T, and DS,T

is the total demand originating in S and destined for T. Any feasible solution to the network
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design problem satisfies the following inequalities:

YS Suy{ ; DsT for any [S, T] cut. (2.16)
(ij)C [S,T f EF rERf

Kim et al. [611 also strengthen the cut set inequalities with Chvdtal-Gomory rounding (see

Nemhauser and Wolsey [79]). Due to the large number of inequalities, cut-set inequalities are

specified only for ISI < 3 or TI < 3.

Even with the addition of the cut-set inequalities, the bound provided by the RF LP relax-

ation improves little. Moreover, the cut set inequalities increase the problem size significantly,

resulting in intractability due to insufficient memory, even on high-end workstations. To reduce

problem size, Kim et al. [61] present a modified RF model containing only route variables and

constraints (2.7) through (2.10). In the absence of package flow variables, Kim et al. [61] uses

the cut-set inequalities (2.16) as approximation of constraints (2.11)-(2.15). This approximate

model does not guarantee a feasible solution to the flexible hub assignment problem. It does,

however, provide guidance in potential route selection.

Krishnan et al. [63], building on the earlier efforts of Kim et al. [61], present an iterative

process to select routes using the exact and approximate RF model. At each iteration, the

approximate RF model is first solved to select a set of promising routes. With these routes

selected, a variant of the multi-commodity flow problem is solved to move all shipments from

or to as many gateways as possible. Next, a set of routes is "fixed" and shipments that can be

transported by these fixed routes are "eliminated" from the network. This results in a smaller

service network design problem. If it can be solved using the exact RF model, the exact

RF model is used to generate the optimal routes for transporting the remaining shipments.
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Otherwise, the iterative process repeats, fixing more routes and eliminating more shipments.

2.6.2 Carrier-Specific Route Construction

Although the route structure can be general, the carrier on which this research is based requires

that the number of legs on a pickup (or a delivery) route to be no more than two. This

restriction allows us to simplify the route construction process as detailed in Kim et al. [611

and Kim [59].

In Figure 2-1, we present an example depicting the time-space network used to generate all

feasible routes for a single fleet type. In this example, there are two gateways and a single

hub. The network contains a node for each gateway, corresponding to the Earliest Pickup

Time (EPT) (e.g., node a), representing the starting node for pickup routes originating from

the gateway. The network also contains a node for each hub. Based on the Latest Hub Arrival

Time (LHAT) at a hub h, we determine for each gateway the latest time an aircraft can depart

that gateway and arrive at hub h by LHAT (that is, LHAT minus block time). Then, a node

corresponding to that gateway and that time is placed in the time-space network (e.g. node

c), and a flight arc is added connecting this node and the hub node (e.g. node d). From

the EPT node of gateway i, we consider all possible movements to other gateways at which

the aircraft can land. The earliest arrival time at the second gateway j for an aircraft flying

from gateway i is the EPT of gateway i plus the aircraft's block time. A node n is placed

at the corresponding time and gateway j (e.g., node b) and a flight arc is added, connecting

the EPT node of gateway i with node n. Similarly, based on the Latest Delivery Time (LDT)

of gateways and Earliest Hub Departure Time (EHDT) of hubs, the nodes and flight arcs for

the delivery operation are constructed. Ground arcs between successive nodes are then added
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(e.g. arcs (a, b) and (b, c)), and finally, wrap-around arcs connecting the last node with the

EPT node are included at each gateway (e.g. arc (k, a)).

The time-space network for each fleet type allows us to construct the feasible set of pickup

routes and delivery routes for each fleet type by enumerating the paths from the EPT nodes to

the hub nodes and the hub nodes to the LDT nodes, with the condition that the time interval

between two flight arcs on a path must exceed the minimum turn time for the fleet type. The

minimum turn time for fleet type f is defined as the minimum time required for an aircraft of

type f to stay on the ground for loading, unloading, and refueling between flight legs. In the

example shown in Figure 2-1, the network contains the path a-b-c-d representing the pickup

route from gateway 1 to the hub, path e-f-d representing the pickup route from gateway 2 to

the hub, and path e-b-c-d representing the double-leg pickup route 2-1-H. Similarly, path d-g-h

represents the delivery route from the hub to gateway 1, path d-l-p-q represents the delivery

route from the hub to gateway 2, and path d-g-p-q represents the double-leg delivery route

H-1-2.

We can similarly enumerate package pickup or delivery paths using the merged time-space

networks for all fleet types. Unlike pickup and delivery routes, package pickup or delivery paths

may contain more than two flight arcs, that is, packages might be transferred from one aircraft

to another before arrival at hubs in the pickup operation or arrival at destination gateway in

the delivery operation. We discuss this in more detail in Chapter 4.

2.6.3 Aircraft Routing Model for the Fixed Hub Assignment Problem

Observing the tractability issues associated with the RF model, Armacost et al. [5] developed

a new model for express shipment service network design using composite variables to reduce
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Figure 2-1: Time-space Network for a Single Fleet Type

fractionality of the LP relaxation and enhance tractability. Their composite variable model,

however, is designed for ESSND problems in which each O-D commodity is assigned a priori

to a hub. That is, Armacost et al. addresses the fixed hub assignment problem.

Given the fixed hub assignments, O-D commodities originating from the same gateway and

assigned to the same hub can be consolidated as a single gateway-hub demand, defined as the

pickup demand between the gateway-hub pair. Similarly, O-D commodities destined to the

same gateway and assigned to the same hub can also be consolidated as a single gateway-hub

demand, defined as the delivery demand between the gateway-hub pair.

Definition 3 A composite is a set of aircraft routes that provide sufficient capacity for a set

of pickup or delivery demands.

Example 1 We illustrate the idea of composite with the example in Figure 2-2. In this simple

example, we have a demand of 3 units to be picked up from i to hub h. There is a single fleet
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type, and an aircraft of this type has 2 units of capacity. The operating cost of each aircraft

on the route i to H is 10 units.

Demand: 3 (d,=10, U,=2)

Figure 2-2: An Example of Composite Variable

In the RF model introduced by Kim et al. [611, to ensure that the 3 units of demand are

served, we specify a constraint

2 y > 3

with variable y representing the number of aircraft selected. The optimal solution to the LP

relaxation is then 1.5 aircraft, with 15 units of operating cost.

In contrast, with the composite variable approach developed by Armacost et al., we design a

composite c representing two aircraft going from i to h and providing sufficient capacity to serve

the 3 units of demand. The condition that the demand must be served can then be specified as

c > 1

In the optimal solution to the LP relaxation using composite variables, c equals one, implying

that two aircraft are selected to serve the demand, with a total operating cost of 20 units. This

small example illustrates the improved LP relaxation bound achievable with composite variables.

We denote composites built with gateway-hub pickup and delivery demands, given the fixed

hub assignment, as demand composites.
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Notation for the Aircraft Routing Model (ARM), given the fixed hub assignments, is as

follows.

Set

CP set of pickup demand composite.

CD set of delivery demand composite.

Data

bi pickup demand between gateway i and hub h.

b delivery demand between gateway i and hub h.

'ye number of aircraft routes r in composite c.

de cost of composite c, dc = rER 'yCr.

f
Yc number of aircraft of fleet type f in composite c.

number of aircraft of fleet type f originating at gateway i (or hub h)

in demand composite c.

number of aircraft of fleet type f destined to gateway i (or hub h)

in demand composite c.

6 i,h,P 1 if demand composite c covers the pickup demand between gateway i and hub h,

and 0 otherwise.

6 i,h,D 1 if demand composite c covers the delivery demand between gateway i and hub h,

and 0 otherwise.

Decision Variable

vc equals 1 if composite c is selected, and 0 otherwise.
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The Aircraft Routing Model (ARM) using demand composite variables is cast as:

min Y dec
cECpUCD

subject to

Zyi(i)Vc- Zy(i)vc = 0 i E f, f E F
cCCp CECD

y (h)vc - EYf(h)vc = 0 hEH, f EF
cECp CECD

Z Cve n1  f E F
CECp

ZZ (h)vc < ah h E H
fEF vECp

S 6 ',h'PV=l (i, h) : bh > 0, i E M, h E H
cECp

S6 lhDoc = 1 (i, h) : bh > 0, i E , h E H
CECD

vc E {0, 1}, c E Cp UCD

Constraints (2.18) through (2.21) are gateway balance, hub balance, count and landing con-

straints, which are similar to constraints (2.7), (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10) in the RF model. The

package flow variables, forcing constraints (2.11) and (2.12), and commodity cover constraints

(2.14) in RF are replaced by constraints (2.22) and (2.23), denoted the cover constraints, in

ARM. These cover constraints ensure that at least one composite is selected to cover each

nonzero gateway-hub demand. Because each demand composite is guaranteed to serve the as-

sociated gateway-hub demands fully, the cover constraints also ensure satisfaction of the aircraft

capacity constraints.

Armacost [41 and Armacost et al. [5] show that the ARM model is at least as strong as
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the RF model. In fact, for realistic problem instances such as the UPS Next-Day fixed hub

assignment problem, the LP relaxation of the ARM model provides much stronger bounds

than the LP relaxation of the RF model.
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Chapter 3

Integrated Next-Day and

Second-Day Air Express Package

Delivery

Express shipment carriers typically offer different levels of services, using the same equipment

and facilities to provide the services, though maybe at different times. For example, the

carrier we consider offers both Next-Day and Second-Day express services, using the aircraft

for Next-Day Air (NDA) service during the night and Second-Day Air (SDA) service during

the day. Currently, at the carrier, the NDA and SDA operations are designed in a sequential

manner, with the design of the first operation defining the location of aircraft at the interface

between the NDA and SDA operations. If, however, the NDA and SDA operations are designed

simultaneously, aircraft movements can be better coordinated and costs significantly reduced.

Another shortcoming of the carrier's current practice is that the service network planning
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problem is modeled as a daily problem, that is, it is assumed that the same schedule is repeated

everyday. In practice, demands vary by day of the week, and carriers adapt their schedules

accordingly. For example, the demand for Saturday delivery is typically small, and thus, the

carrier might have a different schedule for Saturday. At the carrier we consider, the design of

different schedules are also treated as isolated problems with interface conditions.

Under the fixed hub assignment assumption, we can extend the ARM model to consider the

service network design problems for multiple services or across multiple days. Unfortunately,

the ARM model is already on the edge of solvability; a high end workstation with 2GB RAM

had insufficient memory to produce even a feasible solution for the extended ARM model

integrating the Next-Day and Second-Day problems with Fixed Hub Assignment.

In this chapter, we first present an extended ARM model to consider the Integrated Next-

Day and Second-Day problem with Fixed Hub Assignment (Integrated NDA-SDA problem).

We then present a decomposition solution approach breaking the problem into smaller hub

pickup and delivery sub-problems. Applying our decomposition approach to the UPS Inte-

grated NDA-SDA problem, we demonstrate the scalability of our approach and its practical

significance.

In Section 3.1, we describe the interaction of Next-Day and Second-Day operations and

define the Integrated NDA-SDA problem. In Section 3.2, we present a formulation for the In-

tegrated NDA-SDA problem. In Section 3.3, we introduce a new approach we call information-

enhanced column generation. In Section 3.4, we apply information-enhanced column generation

to the UPS Integrated NDA-SDA problem and compare the results with both the current UPS

solution and with results obtained from sequential approaches. In Section 3.5, we summarize

our work.
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3.1 Problem Description

We describe the Next-Day and Second-Day express shipment delivery operation of a large carrier

and define the Integrated NDA-SDA problem in this section.

3.1.1 Next-Day Operation

Figure 3-1 depicts the service timeline for the Next-Day operation, assuming packages are

collected on Day 1. Carriers typically schedule pickup of packages from customers as late as

possible to allow customers sufficient time to prepare their packages. Hence, packages typically

arrive at origin ground centers in the late afternoon or early evening. After the origin sort in

the evening, packages to be picked up by air service are transported to origin gateways at night

and loaded onto aircraft. From origin gateways, aircraft follow NDA pickup routes, arriving

at hubs in the late night or early morning of the next day. The hub sort for NDA packages

typically starts around midnight and lasts for 2-3 hours. After the hub sort, aircraft follow NDA

delivery routes, delivering packages to their destination gateways. From destination gateways,

packages are transported to destination ground centers, arriving in the early morning of the

next day. After the destination sort, packages are loaded onto ground vehicles and delivered

to customers in the morning. The same Next-Day air operation, starting with air pickup and

ending with air delivery, is repeated each day except Sunday.

3.1.2 Second-Day Operation

The Second-Day operation is similar to the Next-Day operation except for an expanded service

time. Figure 3-2 depicts the service timeline for the Second-Day operation, assuming packages

are collected on Day 1. At the origin ground center, the origin sort for Second-Day packages
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Figure 3-1: Next-Day Air Operations

begins at night after the origin sort for Next-Day packages is completed. Then, packages

to be transported via air service (SDA packages) stay at the origin ground center overnight,

while others are transported to destination ground centers or hubs via ground service. On the

morning of the next day, SDA packages at origin ground centers are transported to gateways and

loaded onto aircraft that have just completed their NDA delivery routes. Aircraft then follow

SDA pickup routes, arriving at hubs before noon. After the hub sort, packages are delivered

either to destination ground centers via ground service or to destination gateways via air service.

In the case of air delivery, aircraft carrying SDA packages arrive at destination gateways in the

evening of Day 2. After SDA packages are unloaded, aircraft are available to begin their NDA

pickup routes. The unloaded SDA packages are transported to destination ground centers,

where they wait overnight for other Second-Day packages transported via ground. On the

morning of Day 3, the destination sort for Second-Day packages begins after the destination sort

for NDA packages collected on Day 2 is completed. Packages are then delivered to customers

in the afternoon. Note that compared with the Next-Day service, the extended service time
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allows more extensive use of ground transport.

Second Second -Day Second-Day Second Day Second-Day Second-Day
Customer Pickup Origin Sort Air Pickup Hub Sort Air Delivery Destination Sort Customer Delivery

Late Afternoon Night Morning Noon Afternoon Morning Afternoon

Day I Day 2 Day 3 Time

Figure 3-2: Second-Day Air Operation

Even though the complete Second-Day operation spans three days as depicted in Figure 3-2,

we can model the SDA operation as a daily problem, that is, the same operation is repeated

daily, because a new Second-Day operation initiates each day. We illustrate this concept as

follows. In Figure 3-3, we depict Second-Day operations over three days. The number in the

parenthesis at the upper left corner of each box indicates the starting day of the corresponding

SDA operation. We refer to a Second-Day operation starting on Day n as Second-Day Operation

n. On any given day n, there are three sets of Second-Day activities underway, one set for

packages entering the system on Day (n - 2), one set for those entering on Day (n - 1), and

finally, one for those on Day n. In the morning of Day n, the destination sort for Second-Day

Operation (n - 2) is conducted and packages of Second-Day Operation (n - 1) are transported

by air to hubs. Around noon, packages of Second-Day Operation (n-1) are sorted at hubs, and

then, in the afternoon, packages of Second-Day Operation (n - 2) are delivered to customers.

Next, in the late afternoon, packages of Second-Day Operation (n - 1) are delivered by air to
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destination gateways, and packages of Second-Day Operation n are collected from customers.

Finally in the night, the origin sort for the Second-Day operation n is conducted. As is evident

in Figure 3-3, the same air operation is repeated daily in Second-Day operations.

(-I) SD (-1) SD I

Destination ~ ~-- Customer
Sort Delivery

(0) SD (0) SD (0) SD (0) SD (0) SD
Air Hub Air Destination Customer

Pickup Sort Delivery Sort Delivery

(1) ASD (1) SD: (1) SD (1) SD ()SD: (1) -SD (1) SD
Customer Origin Air Hub Air Destination Customer

Pickup Sort Pickup Sort Delivery Sort Delivery

(2) SD (2) SD (2) SD (2) SD (2) SD
Customer Origin 10 Air Hub - Air

Pickup Sort Pickup sort Delivery

(3) SD (3) SD
Customer OriginPickup Sort

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Time

Figure 3-3: Daily Second-Day Air Operation

3.1.3 Integrated Next-Day Air and Second-Day Air Problem

The facility and equipment requirements for the express shipment carriers are largely driven

by the demand for Next-Day service due to its tight delivery time windows, with the same

resources used for both NDA and SDA services. The Next-Day and Second-Day operations

are linked through the positioning of equipment. We illustrate this in the next example.

Example 2 Figure 3-4 depicts a flight schedule, starting in the early morning with NDA de-

livery flights and ending at night with NDA pickup flights. There are two NDA delivery flights
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from hub A to gateway B and one from hub A to gateway C. Thus, two aircraft are available

at gateway B for SDA pickup operations, and one available at gateway C, after the NDA opera-

tion. According to the schedule, however, two aircraft are required for SDA pickup flights from

gateway C. To satisfy this, one aircraft is ferried from gateway B to gateway C before the

SDA pickup operation. Ferry flights represent empty aircraft movement, and the cost structure

of ferry flights is similar to that of pickup and delivery flights, consisting of both fixed cycle

charges and block time costs.

Hub A

Gateway B

Gateway C SA

DeJieryPickup De9ivery Pickup

Early Morning Morning Afternoon Night

Figure 3-4: Aircraft Cycle for NDA and SDA Operations

In the carrier's current practice, the Next-Day and Second-Day service schedules are de-

signed in a sequential manner. Once the schedule for one service is designed, the aircraft

positions at the beginning of pickup operations and end of delivery operations are fixed as the

boundary conditions for the other problem. In the above example, suppose we consider the

NDA operations first and obtain the NDA schedule by ignoring the SDA operations. In a

sequential approach, we next design the SDA network, but with the following conditions: (1)

two aircraft are available at gateway B and one at gateway C at the beginning of the SDA
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pickup operation; and (2) two aircraft must be sent to gateway B and one to gateway C at the

end of the SDA delivery operation.

Such a sequential approach results in sub-optimal solutions to the integrated problem. The

next example illustrates such a case.

Example 3 Consider the network depicted in Figure 3-5. Suppose there is a single fleet type,

and an aircraft of this type has 2 units of capacity. We follow a sequential approach and

consider the NDA network first. We balance the aircraft needed for the NDA pickup operations

with those available after the NDA delivery and ferry operations. The optimal NDA solution

includes pickup routes 1-H 1 and 2-H1 , delivery routes H1-2 and H 1-2-1, and has an objective

value 48.

NDA Pickup NDA Delivery Ferry SDA Pickup SDA Delivery
1-H,: 2 Units H,-1: 1 Unit 2-H,: 3 Units H,-1: I Unit
2-H,: 2 Units H,-2: 3 Units H,-2: 2 Units

S 12 18 j12 1118 (DQ
HI 6 10 HI10 16 10

2 1 2 2 10 2

Figure 3-5: Sub-optimal Solution from the Sequential Approach

Using the number of aircraft available at gateways after the NDA delivery operations and the

number of aircraft required for the NDA pickup operations as the fleet positioning conditions,

we design the SDA network. Because there is no SDA pickup demand from gateway 1 to the

hub and two aircraft are needed to pickup the SDA demand from gateway 2, the aircraft at

gateway 1 has to be ferried to gateway 2 before the SDA pickup operations. The SDA solution
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then includes pickup route 2-H1 twice, delivery routes H1 -1 and H1 -2, and ferry route 1-2. The

corresponding objective value of the SDA solution is 48. The total NDA and SDA cost of this

sequentially generated solution is 96.

In contrast, if we consider the integrated NDA and SDA problem, we obtain the optimal

solution by replacing route H1-2-1 with route H1 -1-2 in the NDA delivery operation. This

allows us to eliminate the ferrying, and the total cost is 92.

Given the Next-Day and Second-Day demands, the Integrated Next-Day and Second-Day

Problem seeks to determine simultaneously the cost-minimizing service network design for the

Next-Day and Second-Day operations. Assuming fixed hub assignment, demand inputs are in

the form of gateway-hub pickup or delivery demands, and all demands that can be transported

by ground service are not considered in the air service network design problem. The resulting

problem is the Integrated Next-Day Air (NDA) and Second-Day Air (SDA) problem.

3.2 Integrated NDA-SDA Problem Formulation

With the fixed hub assignment assumption, we can apply the demand composite concept to

the integrated problem. We first introduce the following notation. Let T indicate the type

of service, Next-Day (denoted N) or Second-Day (denoted S); and 0 indicate the operation,

pickup (denoted P) or delivery (denoted D). We then define the following sets and variables

Sets

F set of fleet types.

H set of hubs.

Ar set of gateways.
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CT set of demand composites for the NDA (T = N) or SDA (T = S) network.

C{T set of pickup (0 = P) or delivery (0 = D) demand composites for the

NDA (T = N) or SDA (T = S) network.

Data

T number of aircraft parking spots at hub h for NDA (T = N)

or SDA (T = S) network.

b i {pickup (0 = P) or delivery (0 = D) demand between gateway i and hub h

T,0

for NDA (T = N) or SDA (T = S) network.

-y; number of aircraft routes r in demand composite c.

dc cost of demand composite c, dc = Erec c r-

df ferrying cost for an aircraft of type f ferried from gateway i to j.

n T number of aircraft of type f available for NDA (T = N) or SDA (T = S) network.
f

'Y[ number of aircraft of type f in demand composite c.

_f number of aircraft of fleet type f originating at gateway i (or hub h)

in demand composite c.

number of aircraft of fleet type f destined to gateway i (or hub h)

in demand composite c.

1 if demand composite c covers NDA (T = N) or SDA (T = S) pickup

o,c = (0 = P) or delivery (0 = D) demand between gateway i and hub h, and

0 otherwise.
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Decision Variables

vC equals 1 if demand composite c is selected, and 0 otherwise.

number of aircraft of type f on the ground at gateway (hub) i during

zuT,O
fi NDA (T = N) or SDA (T = S) pickup (0 = P) or delivery

(1 = D) operation. V T'P =CU' , if i V H.

Tf number of aircraft of type f ferried from gateway (hub) i to j after

the NDA (T = N) or SDA (T = S) operation.

We present the following formulation (INS) for the Integrated NDA-SDA problem:

min E E deve +
T={N,S} cECT

T ={ E d df T'
T={N,S} i EN jEJ

y{(i)vc -
ceC

7!(C(vc - C

cCN

+ Wf' + 5Er~ 4#fg = o, i E- A, f E FSq5iJKF
(3.2)

f ((ie - yf ()vc + WND
cECN ceC SD P

(h)ve + -cfC
C

f ji +
jE~rJ#

Yf(T)VC -C TD' = 0,Cfh
cCT

S 'vc:C
cCT

-' = 0, -E1 , f E F
JEK,j#i

h E H, f E F, T = {N,S}

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)
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E 5E' Y(h)vc < ah, h E H, T = {N, S} (3.6)
f EF cECT

5 O, ;> 1, (i, h) :b >0, T= {N, S}, O = {P, D}, i E N, h G H (3.7)

C ECT
vcC ,}foalC E CN UCS, WTO

c E 10, 1} for all cfEi,' E Z+ for T = {N, S}, O = {P, D}, i E

f S'f E Z+ for i, j c A, i : j, f E F, T = {N,S} (3.8)

The objective is to minimize the sum of the total NDA and SDA operating costs and the ferry

costs between the operations. Constraints (3.2) and (3.3), called boundary balance constraints,

ensure that aircraft at gateways are balanced between NDA and SDA operations. Constraints

(3.2) require that the number of aircraft of type f originating and staying on the ground at a

gateway (hub) i in the NDA pickup operation equals the number of aircraft of type f destined

to and staying on the ground at gateway (hub) i in the SDA delivery operation, adjusted by

the number of aircraft of type f ferried into and out of gateway (hub) i at the end of the SDA

operation. Constraints (3.3) similarly require that the number of aircraft of type f destined to

and staying at a gateway (hub) i in the NDA delivery operation equals the number of aircraft

of type f originating and staying at gateway (hub) i in the SDA pickup operation, adjusted

by the number of aircraft of type f ferried into and out of gateway (hub) i at the end of the

NDA operations. Note that if an aircraft stays on the ground at a gateway location, it has to

stay on the ground throughout NDA or SDA operation. In contrast, aircraft can stay on the

ground during only pickup or delivery operations at a hub location. Constraints (3.4), (3.5),
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(3.6) and (3.7) are hub balance, count, landing and cover constraints similar to those in the

ARM model, specified for both the NDA and SDA network.

3.3 Column Generation for the Integrated NDA-SDA Formu-

lation

Populating the INS formulation with all possible variables results in an intractable model:

computer memory requirements and solution times are excessive. To address this issue, we use

column generation to reduce the number of columns considered in solving the IP.

In column generation, we maintain a restricted version of the original model, called the

Restricted Master Problem (RMP), which includes only a limited set of columns. At each so

called master iteration, we solve the RMP to obtain a set of dual prices. Using this set of

dual prices, we can either compute the reduced cost of each column explicitly, or solve a pricing

sub-problem, as in Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition (Dantzig and Wolfe [36]), to identify columns

that can potentially improve the objective value of the RMP. If a problem has a diagonal

block structure as shown in Figure 3-6, pricing sub-problems can be specified for each block,

resulting in simpler sub-problems. We repeat the process until no column is generated in one

master iteration.

In this section, we explore different solution approaches for the INS formulation. We refer

to the first approach as naive column generation; an approach in which demand composite

variables with negative-reduced cost are generated as needed, with restrictions on the number of

variables generated per iteration. In the second approach, referred to as aggregate information-

enhanced column generation, smaller hub pickup or delivery sub-problems are solved to generate
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Figure 3-6: Block-Angular Matrix Structure

the necessary variables, and a master column represents the network design for the pickup or

delivery operation of a hub. In the third approach, referred to as disaggregate information-

enhanced column generation, we similarly solve hub pickup or delivery sub-problems, but each

master column represents a demand composite variable, and we partition the hub sub-problem

solution, that is, the solution to the pricing problem, into individual demand composites when

adding columns to the RMP. In each of these solution approaches, we limit column generation

to the root node LP relaxation, and consider only columns generated in solving the root node

LP in branch-and-bound.

We apply these solution approaches to the UPS NDA problem to investigate their respective

effectiveness. The UPS NDA network includes 101 gateways, 7 hubs, 9 fleet types, 198 pickup

and 195 delivery gateway-hub demands. Formulation statistics are reported in Table 3.1.

Columns 195,009
Rows 3,302
Nonzeros 2,062,466

Table 3.1: UPS Next-Day Air Network Design Problem Statistics
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All computations were performed on an HP C3000 workstation with 400MHz CPU and 2GB

RAM, running HPUX 10.20. The models and column generation processes were compiled using

HP's aCC compiler with calls to the ILOG CPLEX 6.5 Callable Library [32]. CPLEX MIP

Solver settings are reported in Table 3.2. For parameters not indicated, the CPLEX default

values were used.

Parameter Setting

Backtrack 0.85
Branching Direction Up direction selected first
Node Selection Best estimate search
Variable Selection Based on strong branching
Relative Best IP-Best Bound Gap Tolerance 0.0001

Table 3.2: Settings for CPLEX 6.5 MIP Solver

3.3.1 Naive Column Generation

In naive column generation, we evaluate the cost of demand composite variables explicitly using

the dual prices obtained from solving the RMP. Denote the objective coefficient vector for

demand composite variables as d, and the constraint matrix for demand composite variables

in constraints (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7) as B 1 , B 2 , H, N, A and C, respectively,

and let the dual vector of the corresponding constraints be denoted 7Bi 7B 2 , H, 7 N ) A

and -rc. The reduced cost vector of demand composite variables is given by

d' - ( 7rB1)B - (7rB2)B2 - (7 r H)H - (rN)N - (XA)A - (7rc)C

Demand composite variables with negative reduced cost are generated when solving the LP

relaxation. In order to limit the size of the integer programming model, we evaluate the effect

of limiting the number of columns generated in one iteration to at most 100, 500, 1000, 2000,
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and 4000, respectively, and determine that generating at most 1000 columns in an iteration

results in the fewest number of columns generated.

Our results for the naive column generation approach, limiting the number of columns

generated in one iteration to at most 1000, are reported in Table 3.3. For comparison, we also

solve the problem with all demand composite variables present, referred to as the all-column

approach. "AC" represents the all-column approach, and "NCG" represents the naive column

generation approach. In both approaches, the optimal LP value is the same. The objective

value of the best IP solution using the naive column generation approach is 0.01% higher than

that obtained with the all-column approach. This difference is explained by the fact that

we generate columns only at the root node of the branch-and-bound tree, and hence, we do

not consider certain demand composite variables whose reduced cost becomes negative as we

branch in the branch-and-bound solution algorithm. This small degradation of the objective

value is compensated for by the reduction in algorithmic complexity resulting from limiting

column generation to the root node. In comparing running times, the naive column generation

approach takes less than one fifth of the time required by the all-column approach.

Solution Approach AC NCG
Columns. Generated - 16259
IP Objective Value - +0.01%
Run Time (sec.) Root Node LP 28 23

IP 8692 1550

Table 3.3: All-Column and Naive Column Generation Results for the UPS NDA Problem
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3.3.2 Aggregate Information-Enhanced Column Generation

Instead of generating individual demand composite variables with negative reduced cost, we

generate a set of demand composite variables that is both feasible and has, summing over the

demand composites in the set, a negative reduced cost.

We define a set of pickup (or delivery) demand composites to be a hub pickup (or delivery)

composite if it: (1) includes integer number of aircraft routes; and (2) satisfies the count con-

straints, and the landing constraints and cover constraints specified for the pickup (or delivery)

gateway-hub demands, at a set of hubs. We introduce the following additional notation.

Sets and Data

'WT set of hub composites for the NDA (T = N) or SDA (T = S) network.

set of pickup (0 = P) or delivery (0 = D) hub composites for the

NDA (T = N) or SDA (T = S) network.

de cost of hub composite E, de = Ecee dc.

le number of aircraft of type f in hub composite .

4YE(i) number of aircraft of type f originating at gateway (hub) i in hub composite E.

7f4(i) number of aircraft of type f destined to gateway (hub) i in hub composite 8.

1 if hub composite 8 covers NDA (T = N) or SDA (T = S) pickup

T,o,e = (0 = P) or delivery (0 = D) demand between gateway i and hub h, and

0 otherwise.

Decision Variables

Ve equals 1 if hub composite 8 is selected, and 0 otherwise.
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We re-write the INS formulation with hub composite variables (INS-H) as follow.

min E E: deve +
T={N,S} e EI-T

T=IS #i '
T={ N,S} i E /ji C

S(i)ve -
eE2SE

4 (Y)ve - NP
1E (NLi
E HN

+ t ' + 1: q~"

jEAf,jfi
- = 0,i c M, f E F

jiE ,j5i

(3.10)

>3 6(i)ve -
E) WE

f3 (i)ve ± WND

eE7-(,.

gP NJ

LiE+ fi JEK,j~i
,f =0, i E K, f E F

- = 0V~h 0> f (h)ve { + ,w'- >3 (h)ve
eE7n eein

fvE n,
78u

> l (_)v < ah,
JGF c E P

h E H, f E F, T = {N,S}

f EF, T={N,S}

hEH, T={N,S}

>3 ooeve > 1, (i, h) : b >0, T={N,S}, O={P,D}, iEAf, hEH
eEN ,+

VE{O1, 1} for all E)~N7~s E ? E Z+ for T={IN, S,0={IP, DI,iEAf

#' ', O 'f E Z+ for iJ E Ar, i 7- j, f E F, T - IN, S}

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

The formulation is the same as the INS formulation except that demand composite variables

are replaced with hub composite variables. We can prove the following lemma:

Lemma 1 The INS-H formulation is at least as strong as the INS formulation.
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Proof. We first prove that the two formulations are equivalent integer programming for-

mulations. Given any integer feasible solution to the INS-H formulation, we can partition

hub composite variables into demand composite variables. The resulting demand composite

variable solution is equivalent to the hub composite variable solution, and thus, satisfies all the

constraints in the INS formulation.

Conversely, given any integer feasible solution to the INS formulation, all the selected

pickup and delivery demand composite variables form trivial pickup and delivery hub composite

variables for the complete hub set, respectively, satisfying all the constraints specified for the

INS-H formulation.

The first part of the proof holds even if the integrality condition is relaxed. Hence, the

INS-H formulation is at least as strong as the INS formulation. n

In the next example, we describe a case in which the INS-H formulation is strictly stronger

than the INS formulation.

Example 4 Consider the example in Figure 3-7. There is a single fleet type with 2 units of

capacity. We want to cover all gateway-hub demands in the example. We only consider the

pickup operation for simplicity in the examples presented hereafter, but we can easily expand

the examples to include delivery operations and aircraft balance without affecting formulation

strength.

We consider only the demand composite variables and hub composite variables in the figure.

(Other demand and hub composite variables do not affect the optimal integer or LP relaxation

solution to the INS and INS-H formulation.) Excluding the balance, count, and landing
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1-H: 1 unit
2-H: 1 unit
3-H. 1 unit

o (dudZ

(12, 2)

(6, 2)

1 (8,2) H

(G2, 2)

Demand composite variables:

dc,:
dc2:
dc3 :
dc4:
dc5:

one route 2-H covering demand 2-H.
one route 3-H covering demand 3-H.
one route 1-2-H covering demands 1-H and 2-H.
one route 1-3-H covering demands 1-H and 3-H.
one route 2-3-H covering demands 2-H and 3-H.

Hub composite variables:
hc,: one route 1-2-H and one route 3-H

covering demands 1-H, 2-H and 3-H.
hc 2: one route 1-3-H and one route 2-H

covering demands 1-H, 2-H and 3-H.

Figure 3-7: Example of Hub Composite Variable

constraints, the INS formulation is

dc3 + dc4 = 1

dc1 + dc3 + dc5 = 1

dc2 + dc4 + dc5 = 1

dci E {0, 1}, i = 1, 2, ..., 5.

The resulting optimal solution to the LP relaxation is {dc1 = 0, dc2 = 0, dc3 = 0.5, dc4 = 0.5,

dc5 = 0.5}, with objective value 16.

Excluding the balance, count, and landing constraints, the INS-H formulation is

hc1 + hc2 = 1

The optimal solution to the LP relaxation is {hci = 1, hc2 = 0}, with objective value 17.

We denote the dual vector for constraints (3.10), (3.11), (3.12), (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15) as
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rBi, 7B 2 , n7H )I N A and 7rc, respectively. Let CTo,h be the subset of NDA (T = N) or

SDA (T = S) demand composite variables covering subsets of gateway-hub demands to hub h

in the case of pickup (0 = P) or subsets of gateway-hub demands from hub h in the case of

delivery (0 = D), and VTO,h the vector indicating the selection of those demand composite

variables. Following the matrix notation introduced in describing naive column generation,

we denote the constraint matrix for demand composite variables in CToh in constraints (3.2),

(3.3), (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7) as B ,Oh, B',O,h HT,o,h, NT'oh, A To,h CT'o,h respectively.

Denote the right-hand-side vector of constraints (3.5) and (3.6) for T = {N, S} as nT and aT.

Denote the right-hand-side vector of constraints (3.7) for gateway-hub demands for T = {N, S},

o = {P, D} and h E H as ITOh. We define the following sub-problem for T = {N, S},

o = {P,D}, and h E H:

min [d'-(rB1 )BT, ( B2)BT''- (7 H)HTOh (aN)N'h (7)ATr,0h _ c)CT' ,,h

(3.17)

subject to

A T'0' VT'0'h < ar (3.18)

NT'Oh vTOh < nT (3.19)

CToh vTOh > ITOh (3.20)

vc E {O, 1}, c E CT'Oh (3.21)

Constraints (3.18) ensure that the selected demand composite variables at hub h satisfy the
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landing constraints at all hubs. We consider all hubs because the demand composite variables

in CT,o'h might include routes entering or departing hubs other than h. Constraints (3.19)

are the count constraints, specified for each fleet type, and constraints (3.20) are the cover

constraints specified for each gateway-hub demand to or from hub h.

The solution to a sub-problem is a hub composite, and the objective value is its reduced

cost. If the objective value of a solution is negative, we add the corresponding hub composite

variable to the RMP. The process terminates if after solving all sub-problems, one for the

pickup operation and one for the delivery operation at each hub, and for NDA and SDA,

not one sub-problem solution has a negative objective value. Because we ensure the set of

columns generated are feasible and the sum of their reduced cost is negative, we call this

approach information-enhanced column generation. We refer to the information-enhanced

column generation approach in which a sub-problem solution is introduced into the RMP in

its aggregate form, that is, as a hub composite variable, aggregate information-enhanced column

generation.

We apply aggregate information-enhanced column generation to the same UPS NDA prob-

lem instance that we solved with the naive column generation and the all-column approaches.

Our results are reported in Table 3.4. Compared with the INS formulation, the optimal LP

objective value increases by 0.001%, as proved in Lemma 1. The MIP solver, however, runs

out of memory and fails to find a feasible integer solution after 20 hours with the set of columns

generated. The best bound achieved at that point is 2.4% higher than the true IP optimal

objective value.
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Columns. Generated 7101
Master Iterations 270
Objective Value Root Node LP +0.001%

IP N/A
Run Time (sec.) Root Node LP 2842

IP N/A

Table 3.4: Aggregate Information-Enhanced Column Generation Results for the UPS NDA
Problem

3.3.3 Disaggregate Information-Enhanced Column Generation

The columns generated by the aggregate information-enhanced column generation at the root

node of the branch-and-bound tree fail to provide a feasible solution. The issue is that too

many decisions are embedded in a column of the RMP. To overcome this issue, we introduce

disaggregate information- enhanced column generation.

We replace the INS-H formulation with the INS formulation as the RMP. At each master

iteration, we similarly solve the pricing problem (3.17)-(3.21) for the pickup and delivery oper-

ation of each hub and for NDA and SDA. If the objective value of a sub-problem is negative,

instead of adding to the RMP a single column representing all the demand composite variables

in the sub-problem solution, we partition the solution into individual demand composite vari-

ables and add to the RMP those that are not currently included. (Some demand composite

variables might have been included in the RMP in earlier iterations.)

We apply disaggregate information-enhanced column generation to the same UPS NDA

problem instance and report our results in Table 3.5.

Using disaggregate information-enhanced column generation, we generate less than 1% of

all possible columns, and less than 10% of the number of columns generated using naive col-

umn generation. This indicates that the hub-based sub-problems are more effective than naive
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Columns Generated 1535
Master Iterations 34
IP Objective Value +0.11%
Run Time (sec.) Root Node LP 307

IP 185

Table 3.5: Disaggregate Information-Enhanced Column Generation Results for the UPS NDA
Problem

column generation in identifying columns that can be used in an optimal solution. The root

node LP converges to the true objective value, but the IP objective value is somewhat worse

than that obtained with naive column generation, because columns are again generated only

at the root node of the branch-and-bound tree. Compared with the naive column generation

and the all-column approaches, the root node LP relaxation takes longer to solve, but the IP

solution time is significantly reduced using disaggregate information-enhanced column genera-

tion. Overall, disaggregate information-enhanced column generation achieves a 70% reduction

in total solution time compared with naive column generation, and a 95% overall reduction

compared with the all-column approach.

Compared with aggregate information-enhanced column generation, disaggregate information-

enhanced column generation not only produces fewer columns, but also converges in fewer mas-

ter iterations. Most importantly, solutions with objective values close to the optimal value

can be identified with the set of columns generated. Intuitively, it is easier to construct a

feasible solution using "small components", that is, demand composite variables, than using

"large components", that is, hub composite variables.
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3.4 Case Study

We apply the disaggregate information-enhanced column generation approach to the integrated

UPS NDA-SDA problem, with the objective to minimize daily operating costs. Problem

statistics are reported in Table 3.6. The SDA network is relatively small compared to the NDA

network. Using disaggregate information-enhanced column generation, we generate only 3113

columns, or 1.4% of all variables, in solving the LP relaxation.

Composite Variables NDA SDA
1683721 59969

Ferry and Ground Variables 76215
Rows 4623

Master Iterations 33
Generated Demand Composite Variables 3113

Table 3.6: UPS Integrated NDA-SDA Problem Statistics

In Table 3.7, we compare the results of the sequential and integrated approaches with the

solution generated by planners at UPS. Costs are reported as the percentage difference from

those of the UPS solution. In the UPS solution, the SDA network is designed manually, while

the design of the NDA network is accomplished using ARM.

In the first scenario, unconstrained NDA and SDA problem, boundary balance conditions

are not enforced between the NDA and SDA operations, and the two problems are solved

independently, without aircraft balance constraints. Their combined solution value provides

an upper bound on the potential savings achievable through integration of the NDA and SDA

problems. In the second scenario, the NDA problem is first solved without aircraft balance

constraints. Then the SDA problem is solved with balance constraints ensuring that the NDA

operations can be executed as planned. The resulting total cost is slightly better than that of
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the UPS solution. Notably in this case, ferry costs increase significantly because many ferry

flights are required to re-position aircraft before or after the NDA operation to perform the

SDA operations. These ferry costs more than offset the savings achieved in the NDA solution.

In the third scenario, a reverse sequence is followed, the SDA problem, without aircraft balance

condition, is first solved, and the NDA problem, with balance constraints ensuring the execution

of the SDA operations, is then solved. The resulting operating costs of the NDA solution are

greater than those of the UPS solution, but the daily total cost is much lower. This sequential

approach produces less expensive solutions than the previous one for the following reasons:

" Because the SDA operation uses only about one third of the fleet used in the NDA

operation, there is sufficient flexibility to position the unused aircraft in the SDA operation

to match the needs of the NDA operation; and

" Most aircraft re-positioning for the SDA operation can be accomplished with revenue

flight movements in the NDA operation, given the large number of NDA gateway-hub

demands to be served.

Scenario Daily Revenue Daily Ferry Total Daily Fleet Usage
Flight Cost Flight Cost Cost

1 Unconstrained SDA -23.4% -100% -15.9%
Unconstrained NDA -7.3%

2 Unconstrained NDA -7.3% +903.6% -0.3% -4
Constrained SDA -17.5%

3 Unconstrained SDA -23.4% +218.5% -5.9% -3
Constrained NDA +1.9%

4 Integrated SDA -19.5% +140.7 -8.1% -5
Integrated NDA -1.2%

Table 3.7: Sequential and Integrated Approach Results for the UPS NDA-SDA Problem

In the last scenario, we solve the integrated NDA-SDA problem with disaggregate information-
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enhanced column generation. Even though the ferrying costs are more than double those in

the UPS solution, the NDA and SDA operating costs are both reduced, reflecting the better

coordinated aircraft movements. The daily operating cost savings of the integrated approach

translates into tens of millions of dollars annually. Compared with the best sequential ap-

proach, the savings from the integrated approach come from: (1) reduced ferry cost; and (2)

better coordinated NDA and SDA fleet movements. Beyond the tens of millions of dollars

in operating cost savings, two fewer aircraft are needed in the integrated solution than in the

sequential solution. This is significant because annual ownership costs for aircraft measure in

the millions of dollars.

In all scenarios, savings attributable to the NDA operation are small or nonexistent, whereas

savings attributable to the SDA operation are large, reflecting the carrier's use of ARM to

improve their NDA network design, but not the SDA network design.

We acknowledge that some operating requirements are not considered explicitly in our mod-

els. The staging of package arrivals at hubs is one example. Hence, the savings reported here

might not be fully realized.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we adapt the ARM model to solve the integrated Next-Day and Second-Day

ESSND problem with fixed hub assignment, and present a novel solution approach that can be

used to solve large-scale ESSND problems. The disaggregate information-enhanced column

generation approach is shown to generate many fewer columns and help reduce IP solution

time significantly. Potential savings of tens of millions of dollars from solving the integrated
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NDA-SDA problem is demonstrated.

We make the following observations about column generation approaches. First, high

quality columns, that is, columns that are likely to be present in the optimal solution, and

fewer generated columns can be achieved if interactions among columns are considered. To

illustrate, compare naive column generation and disaggregate information-enhanced column

generation. While we consider individual columns in naive column generation, we consider

a set of columns in disaggregate column generation. Second, better convergence and fewer

generated columns can be achieved if a column in the restricted master problem includes fewer

decisions. This point is made by comparing disaggregate and aggregate information-enhanced

column generation. In disaggregate information-enhanced column generation, each column in

the RMP represents a single demand composite variable, indicating the selection of a small

number of aircraft and routes. In contrast, each column in the RMP in aggregate information-

enhanced column generation represents decisions for all aircraft routes at a hub.

In the service network design problem, using the disaggregate information-enhanced column

generation approach, we decompose the original problem into hub pickup and delivery sub-

problems. Solving a subproblem, we generate a set of columns representing a solution to a

sub-network of the overall network design problem. This approach greatly reduces the total

number of columns generated, and is efficient in identifying columns that are likely to be in

an optimal solution.. We can extend the idea to other problems. For example, in the multi-

commodity network flow problem (MCNF), we can establish a feasible flow in part of the

network at each iteration instead of a single commodity flow.
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Chapter 4

Express Shipment Service Network

Design with Flexible Hub

Assignment

The models and solution algorithms designed for the Express Shipment Service Network Design

(ESSND) problem with Fixed Hub Assignment have been successful in helping carriers design

and improve their aircraft schedules. There are still limitations in the models, however. Most

notably, the models require inputs specifying gateway-hub demands. Hence, the sorting hub

for origin-destination commodities must be fixed before the models can be used. It is believed

by the carrier that substantial further savings are achievable if the hub assignment decisions

for O-D commodities are made simultaneously with route selection and fleet assignment. We

denote this augmented problem as the ESSND problem with Flexible Hub Assignment.

In this chapter, we first investigate different variable definitions to model the flexible hub
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assignment problem, and discuss the impact on the effectiveness of the formulation and size

of the model. We then present a formulation for the ESSND problem with Flexible Hub

Assignment based on the best variable definition and demonstrate its superiority through the

case study of a small service network design problem. Applying the formulation to the UPS

Next-Day service network design problem, we demonstrate that operating cost savings could

measure in the tens of millions of dollars annually if hub assignment, route selection, and

fleet assignment decisions are made simultaneously. Moreover, we demonstrate that, although

designed as a tactical planning tool, our flexible hub assignment model can be used to provide

insights for strategic planning.

4.1 Variable Definitions

In this section, we discuss the relative strengths and weaknesses of different variable definitions

for modeling the ESSND problem with Flexible Hub Assignment. First, we introduce the

following definitions:

Definition 4 A hub h, h E H, is a candidate hub of commodity k, k E K, if there is a valid

pickup aircraft route from the origin gateway of k to hub h, and a valid delivery aircraft route

from hub h to the destination gateway of k.

We define Hk as the set of candidate hubs for commodity k, k E K.

Definition 5 A commodity k, k E K, is a flexible commodity if it has more than one can-

didate hub, that is, fHk| >1, and a fixed commodity if it has only one candidate hub, that is,

|H k| =1.
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4.1.1 Route Variables

The route and flow based variables in the RF formulation, reviewed in Chapter 2, are capable of

handling flexible hub assignment for origin-destination commodities. We review the notations

and relevant constraints below.

Sets

H set of hubs.

Hk set of candidate hubs for commodity k, k E K.

K set of O-D commodities.

R sets of aircraft routes.

RP sets of pickup aircraft routes.

RD sets of delivery aircraft routes.

A set of pickup arcs.

B set of delivery arcs.

-PP set of pickup paths for an O-D commodity k, k E K.

-PD set of delivery paths for an O-D commodity k, k E K.

P~hk
P' I set of pickup paths from the origin of commodity k to hub h, k E K, h E Hk.

'P 'n set of delivery paths from hub h to the destination of commodity k, k E K, h E Hk.

Data

eh sort capacity of hub h E H.

ur capacity of aircraft route r, r E R.

bk volume of O-D commodity k, k E K.

6pij 1 if arc (i, j) is included in path p, and 0 otherwise.
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5r 1 if arc (i, J) is included in aircraft route r, and 0 otherwise.

Decision Variables

Yr number of aircraft routes r, r E R, selected.

x flow of commodity k E K on pickup (or delivery) path p E PP (or Pk).

For simplicity, we only present the constraints modeling the package flows below

f furYr5 x ffpj k 0 (ij) E A (4.1)
rERp kEK, pEP

P6 UrYr5 x, > 0 (i, j) E 13 (4.2)
reRD kEK pEPD

x - x5 = 0 kcEK, hHk (4.3)
peP E-,,h p E -PDh

E 5 xk = bk k E K (4.4)
hEHk pEP,h

5 5 xk < eh, hEH (4.5)
k EK p P,h

Forcing constraints (4.1) and (4.2) ensure the flow on an arc does not exceed the capacity

provided. Constraints (4.3) guarantee the conservation of flow at hubs. Constraints (4.4)

ensure that every commodity is covered. Constraints (4.5) limit the commodity flow through

a hub to be no greater than the hub sort capacity.

Because the flow of an O-D commodity k can be assigned to any path between its origin and

a candidate hub, and similarly, between a candidate hub and its destination, the commodity

can be assigned to any of its candidate hubs. Hence, the RF formulation can be used to

address the ESSND problem with flexible hub assignment. Unfortunately, though the RF

formulation has relatively few variables, forcing constraints (4.1) and (4.2) result in fractional
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values of the route variables and render the RF formulation practically useless for large-scale

service network design problems.

To compare with later formulations, we present a variant of the RF formulation, called the

RH formulation. We introduce the following additional notation.

Sets

PP sets of pickup paths.

pD sets of delivery paths.

K set of gateways.

Data

d, cost of flying aircraft route r.

6 1 if path p visits gateway 1 , and 0 otherwise.

Ilh<6 1 if path p connects gateway 1 with hub h, and 0 otherwise.

#,P 1 if gateway I is the origin of commodity k, and 0 otherwise.
iD

# 1 if gateway 1 is the destination of commodity k, and 0 otherwise.

Decision Variables

y, number of aircraft routes r, r E R, selected.

x1,, package flow from (or to) gateway 1, 1 E K, on pickup

(or delivery) path p, p E PP (or pD)

zk percentage of commodity k, k E K, assigned to hub h, h E Hk.

The route variables in the RH formulation are the same as those in the RF formulation.

For simplicity, we denote the matrix corresponding to the gateway balance, hub balance, landing
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and count constraints for route variables as B, H, A, N, respectively, and the right-hand-side

vector corresponding to the landing and count constraints as a and n. The RH formulation

is stated as

min E dryr
rER

subject to

By=O

N y = 0

A y < a

N y < n

Sifrjyr
rERp

E3 ?rUrYr
rE RD

pEPP

>3
PpD

- ( fb , xi"p 0,

-> 6z 1 ,xi,, > 0,l e Npep->3 E>3 D~xj~

lh_X x - 3bkzk = 0,

kEK

Eh _kkh0

p- Dbkzk =-,o
keK

(i,j) A

(i,j)E B

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

1 E K, h E H

1 E K, h E H

hz= 1, kEK
hEHk

>3 bkZ sh, h E H
keK

Yr E Z+, r E R, z 0, kEK, hEH, x-, 0, 1£K, p7 PUPD
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The gateway balance, hub balance, landing and count constraints (4.7)-(4.10) in the RH

formulation are the same as those in the RF formulation. Forcing constraints (4.11) and

(4.12) specify that the capacity provided must exceed the total gateway path flow on any arc.

Constraints (4.13) and (4.14) ensure that the amount of flow on all the pickup paths between

a gateway-hub pair must equal the volume of commodities assigned to that hub originating at

(or destined to) the gateway. Constraints (4.15) guarantee that every commodity is served.

We can prove the following lemma (See details in Appendix A):

Lemma 2 RF and RH are equivalent formulations.

4.1.2 Demand and Commodity Composite Variable

With the fixed hub assignment assumption, origin-destination commodities are consolidated

into gateway-hub pickup and delivery demands. Taking gateway-hub demands as inputs,

Armacost et al. [5] replace the route and flow variables with demand composite variables and

introduce the ARM formulation for the fixed hub assignment problem. We introduce the

following notation.

Sets and Data

Cp set of pickup demand composites.

CD set of delivery demand composites.

C set of demand composites.

bi pickup demand between gateway i and hub h, i E K, h E H.

bi delivery demand between gateway i and hub h, i c K, h E H.
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6 ihP 1 if demand composite c covers the pickup demand between gateway i and hub h,

and 0 otherwise.

6 i'hD 1 if demand composite c covers the delivery demand between gateway i and hub h,

and 0 otherwise.

'Yc number of aircraft routes r in demand composite c.

Decision Variables

vc equals 1 if demand composite c, c E C, is selected, and 0 otherwise.

The fixed hub assignment satisfies the hub sort constraints (4.5) in the RF formulation by

design, and the demand composite definition allows constraints (4.1)-(4.4) in the RF formula-

tion to be replaced by cover constraints (4.17) and (4.18).

S ,hPvc > bL > 0: i E A, h E H. (4.17)
cECp

5 w ,h,D1 c, >1, b>O:iE , hcH. (4.18)
CECD

vc E {0, 1}, c E CP UCD-

The route variables in the RF formulation correspond to the demand composite variables

as follows:

5 U'vc = Yr (4.19)
cEC

Armacost et al. [5], show that the ARM and RF are equivalent integer programming

formulations for the ESSND problem with Fixed Hub Assignment. Moreover, Armacost et
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al. show that the ARM formulation is at least as strong as the RF formulation. In practice,

the ARM formulation performs far better than the RF formulation.

By definition, a demand composite provides coverage for a set of O-D commodities, using a

single pre-specified hub for each commodity. To extend the concept to the flexible hub assign-

ment problem in which origin-destination commodities can be potentially sorted at multiple

hubs, we introduce the following definitions.

Definition 6 We say a vector gk, lpk E RIHI, is a hub assignment for a O-D commodity k, k

E K, if and only if E>heuk okh = 1.

An entry of vector pk, kh, indicates the percentage of commodity k assigned to hub h.

Definition 7 A commodity composite, c, is a set of aircraft routes R, that provide sufficient

capacity to pick up or deliver a set of O-D commodities K, for a pre-specified hub assignment,

k, for each O-D commodity k, k E K,-

Let Pc be the set of (pickup or delivery) paths corresponding to R,; A, the set of arcs used

by Rc; and ./V the set of gateways visited by R. Let 4k denote a hub assignment for an O-D

commodity k, k E K. Following previous notation, the following must be true for a pickup

commodity composite c:

Z php - 8 "Pbkkh =0, E Pf, h E H (4.20)
PEPc kEKc

ofl'ur -- x,p ;> 0, (i, j) E Ac(4.21)
rERe pEPe leJ'e

Equalities (4.20) distribute the commodity flows to the paths between a gateway-hub pair.
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The first term is the sum of the path flows from gateway 1 to hub h, and the second term is the

commodity volume from gateway 1 and assigned to hub h. Inequalities (4.21) specify that the

flow on each arc must not exceed the available capacity. Similar conditions can be specified

for a delivery commodity composite.

We illustrate the commodity composite concept with the following example:

Example 5 In Figure 4-1, suppose there are three commodities at gateway 1. Each commodity

has one unit of volume and can be sorted at either of the two hubs. There is only one fleet

type, and an aircraft of this type has two-units of capacity. In the figure, we list some examples

of commodity composite variables .

Commodity composite variables:

cc,: one route 1-H, picking up k, and k2 to hub 1.
(10, 2) cc 2: one route 1-H, picking up k, and k3 to hub 1.

k, < cc3 : one route 1-H picking up k 2 and k3 to hub 1.
k2  1 cc 4: one route 1-H 2 picking up k, and k2 to hub 2.
k3  cc5 : one route 1-H 2 picking up k, and k3 to hub 2.

(12,2) cc6 : one route 1-H2 picking up k 2 and k3 to hub 2.

cc 7 : two routes 1-H picking up kj, k2 and k3 to hub 1.
cc8 : one route 1-H and one route 1-H 2 picking up k,

to hub 1, and k2 and k3 to hub 2.

Figure 4-1: Examples of Commodity Composite

With fixed hub assignment in Example 1, 3 units of volume must be moved from gateway

1 to hub H 1 . There is only one demand composite, namely two routes from gateway 1 to

hub H1 , our commodity composite variable denoted cc7. When building demand composites,

we only need to consider one specific hub assignment for each of the commodities. When

building commodity composites, however, we must consider every possible combination of hub

assignment for sets of commodities. Furthermore, route sets previously providing insufficient
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capacity for the fixed gateway-hub demands can provide sufficient capacity for either a smaller

set of commodities or a different set of hub assignments for the same set of commodities. Thus,

the number of composite variables increases dramatically for the flexible hub assignment case.

We introduce the following additional notation:

Sets and Data

Cp set of pickup commodity composites.

CD set of delivery commodity composites.

C set of commodity composites.

r number of aircraft routes r in commodity composite c.

dc cost for commodity composite c, d, = >rE dc.

Ck~h percentage of commodity k assigned to hub h in commodity composite c.

Decision Variables

vC equals 1 if commodity composite c is selected, and 0 otherwise.

zk percentage of commodity k assigned to hub h.

Similar to demand composite variables, commodity composite variables correspond to the

route variables in the RH formulation by (4.19). Thus, the gateway balance, hub balance,

landing and count constraints (4.7)-(4.10) specified with route variables in the RH formulation

can be similarly specified with commodity composite variables. For simplicity, we denote

the matrix corresponding to the gateway balance, hub balance, landing and count constraints

for commodity composite variables as B, H, A, N, respectively. We introduce the following

Commodity Hub Assignment (CHA) formulation for the ESSND problem with Flexible Hub

Assignment:
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min E devC
cEC

subject to

$v = 0

Nv= 0

v < a

Nv < n

- k > 0, k E K, h E H

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)

(4.30)

- z7 0, k E K, h E H

kcSZh = , kcEK
hEHk

SbkZk < eh, h E H

kE K

vCE{0,1},CECPUCD, zh >0, kEK, hEH

For the flexible hub assignment case, we must replace cover constraints (4.17) and (4.18) in

the ARM formulation with constraints (4.27)-(4.30). Constraints (4.27)-(4.28) specify that

the percentage of commodity k assigned to a hub must not exceed the percentage of k picked up

and brought to hub h and the percentage of k delivered from hub h. Constraints (4.29) ensure

that every commodity must be served in its entirety. Constraints (4.30) limit the commodities

assigned a hub to be no more than the hub sort capacity.
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We can prove the following lemmas:

Lemma 3 CHA and RH are equivalent integer programming formulations.

Lemma 4 The CHA formulation is at least as strong as the RH formulation.

Detailed proof are included in Appendix A. In the next example, we describe a case in

which the CHA formulation is strictly stronger than the RH formulation.

Example 6 Consider the network depicted in Figure 4-2, each of the three commodities at

gateway 1 has one unit of volume and can be sorted at either of the two hubs, H 1 and H2.

There is a single fleet type, and an aircraft of this type has 4 units of capacity. We have two

single-leg routes, one from gateway 1 to hub H1 , and the other from gateway 1 to H2 , costing

10 and 12, respectively. We want to move the commodities to either of the two hubs.

k (10,4) H Commodity composite variables:
k2 cc,: one route 1-H, picking up k,, k2, and k3 to hub 1.
k3  (12, cc2: one route 1-H 2 picking up kI, k2, and k3 to hub 2.

Figure 4-2: Example Demonstrating CHA Formulation Strength

Let y1 and y2 indicate the number of routes 1-H and 1-H 2 selected in the solution, respec-

tively. Let x1 indicate the flow from gateway 1 on path 1-H 1, x2 the flow from gateway 1 on path

1-H 2 , and zk, the percentage of commodity k assigned to hub h. Excluding the balance, count,

landing and hub sort constraints, the RH formulation is
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min 10y, + 12Y2

subject to:

4y1 - x 1 > 0

4 Y2 - X2 0

Xi - z4 - z2 -2 z 3 0

X2 - 1_ 2 z - > 0

z2

zl + zj1

2 2

z ± z2 = 1

zi ± z2 = 1

Y1 , 2 EZ+, Xi, x 2  0, zk >0, k =1, 2, 3, and h =1, 2.

The optimal route solution to the RH LP relaxation is {y1 = 0.75, Y2 = 0}, with objective

value 7.5, and the integer optimal solution is {Y1 = 1, Y2 = 0}, with objective value 10.

Next, we construct the CHA formulation. For simplicity, we only consider the two com-

modity composites including one route listed in Figure 4-2. There are in fact more commodity

composites, for example, those including both routes and assigning commodities to different

hubs. Such composites, however, will not be in the optimal LP relaxation solution or inte-

ger solution because of the higher route cost needed to serve the commodities. Excluding the

balance, count, landing and hub sort constraints, the CHA formulation is
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min 10cc1 + 12cc 2

subject to:

cc1 - z1 > 0

cci - zi -c 3 - > o

c 1 - > 0
CC2 - Z 2 -

CC2 - 4 > 0CC2 - Z2 > 0

cc 2 - Z2 0

z1 + 4 = 1

z2 +z = 1

4 ± 4

cc, cc2 E {,1},z 0, k =1,2, 3, and h =1, 2.

The optimal commodity composite solution to the LP relaxation of the CHA formulation is

{cc 1 = 1, cc2 = 0}, with objective value 10, and it is also the optimal integer solution.

In the above example, the LP relaxation of the CHA formulation provides a better bound

to the integer programming problem than that of the RH formulation. The route variables,

together with the forcing constraints in the RH formulation, allow the excess route capacity

to be eliminated from the LP solution, resulting in fractional aircraft usage. In contrast, the
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commodity composite definition allows the removal of the forcing constraints and coefficient

reduction. This effectively forces excess capacity associated with whole planes to be included

in the LP relaxation. The commodity composite concept, however, is not effective in this

manner when multiple aircraft are needed to transport volume. The next example illustrates

this point.

Example 7 Consider the example in Figure 4-1, suppose the objective is still to move the three

commodities to either of the two hubs. The route solution to the LP relaxation of the RH

formulation is {yj = 1.5, Y2 = 0}, with objective value 15, while the integer optimal solution

includes two routes 1-Hi, with objective value 20.

We only consider the commodity composites listed in the figure. (Other commodity compos-

ites including both routes and different hub assignments do not affect the integer solution to the

CHA formulation or the solution to its LP relaxation.) Excluding the balance, count, landing

and hub sort constraints, the CHA formulation is

min 10cc 1 + 10cc 2 + 10cc3 + 12cc 4 + 12cc 5 + 12cc6 + 20cc7 + 22cc8

subject to:

cc1 + cc2 + cc7 + cc 8 - zj > 0

cc1 + cc 3 + cc - z > 0

cc2 + cc3 + cc 7 - z 0

cc4 + cc 5 - Z 2 0
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cc4 + cc 6 + cc 8 - z2 >

CC5 + CC6 + CC8 -z 2  0

1 1z1 + z2 = 1

2 21z1 + Z2

z + zy = 3

cci E {0, 1}, i =1, 2,..., 7. zh - 0, k = 1, 2, 3, and h =1, 2.

The optimal composite solution to the CHA LP relaxation is { cc1 = 0.5, cc2 = 0.5, cc3 =

0.5} (The values of variables not indicated are zero) with objective value 15. One of the optimal

integer solutions is {cc7 = 1}, with objective value 20.

We see that if multiple aircraft routes are involved, the commodity composite concept allows

excess capacity to be eliminated from the LP relaxation, even though this results in fractional

aircraft usage. Hence, extending the demand composite concept to commodity composites

results in some improvement of the formulation strength. This added strength, however, is

insufficient to justify the huge number of variables created.

4.1.3 Gateway Composite Variable

Some of the fractionality in the LP relaxation of CHA results from the fact that commodity

composites deal potentially, with only a subset of the commodities at a gateway. As shown in

Example 7, at least two aircraft, totaling 4 units of capacity, are required to serve the 3 units

of demand at the gateway, resulting in one unit of excess capacity. Each of the commodity

composites cc,, cc 2 , and cc3 serves two of the three commodities at gateway 1. Using one
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half of each of the commodity composites cc,, cc 2 , and cc 3 , the CHA LP relaxation is able

to provide sufficient capacity to cover all three commodities and eliminate the excess capacity,

resulting in one and half aircraft.

To overcome the weakness of commodity composites, we introduce gateway composite vari-

ables.

Definition 8 A gateway composite, g, is a set of aircraft routes Rg that provide sufficient

capacity to pick up or deliver all the commodities at the set of gateways g visited by the routes.

Similar to the notation used when defining the commodity composite, let - be the number

of aircraft routes r included in gateway composite g, Pg the set of paths based on Rg, Ag the

set of arcs used by Rg, xl,, the flow of gateway 1, 1 E A.A, on path p, p E Pg. We define b1',

and blD as the total pickup and delivery volume at gateway 1, respectively. That is

b7D =

b1,D =

The following must be true for a

delivery gateway composite):

bjr -

rERg pE

pET

S3"'bk, l E Ag, and
kEK

S ,Dbk, 1 E IE g.
kEK

pickup gateway composite g (similar conditions hold for a

: b 5x l,p ;> 0, (i, j) E A., and (4.31)
Pg lEAf9

X1'p = b',P 1 E Ag. (4.32)
9
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Inequalities (4.31) specify that the flow on a path must not exceed the capacity provided.

Equalities (4.32) ensure that all the volume at a gateway is distributed to the pickup paths.

We illustrate the gateway composite concept by extending Example 7.

Example 8 Consider the network in Figure 4-3. Each of the three commodities at gateway

1 has one unit of volume and can be sorted at either of the two hubs. There is one fleet type,

and an aircraft of this type has two units of capacity. We list the gateway composites in the

figure. Each of the gateway composites provide sufficient capacity to pickup all the volume at

gateway 1.

(10, 2) H1  Gateway composite variables:
kI gc1: two routes 1-H1 picking up all volume from gateway 1.
k2  1 gc2: two routes 1-H picking up all volumefrom gateway 1.
k3 gc 3: one route 1-H, and one route 1-H 2(12, 2) H2  picking up all volume from gateway 1.

Figure 4-3: Example of Gateway Composite

To ensure there is sufficient capacity to transport the commodities, we need to include only

the following constraint:

gci + gc2 + gc3 = 1,

which results in an integer number of aircraft.

Compared to the commodity composite, the number of gateway composites is greatly re-

duced because a gateway composite does not specify the hub assignment for the commodities

covered. For example, gateway composite gc3 represents all possible ways to flow the three
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commodities through both hubs. To ensure flow conservation at hubs in an expanded example

including both pickup and delivery, we would have to include flow variables.

4.2 Gateway Cover Flow Formulation

In this section, we introduce the Gateway Cover Flow formulation (GCF) based on gateway

composite variables and compare the GCF formulation strength with that of the RH and

CHA formulations. We also discuss ways to limit model size without eliminating optimal

solutions.

4.2.1 Formulation

We begin by introducing additional notation.

Sets and Data

g9 set of pickup gateway composites.

!9D set of delivery gateway composites.

9 set of gateway composites.

r number of aircraft routes r in gateway composite g.

dg cost of gateway composite g, d4 = ER 7;dr.

d ' go,' 1 if gateway composite g picks up all the volume from gateway 1, and 0 otherwise.

1,Dagj 1 if gateway composite g delivers all the volume to gateway 1, and 0 otherwise.

Decision Variables

wg equals 1 if gateway composite g is selected, and 0 otherwise.

zk percentage of commodity k, k E K, assigned to hub h, h E Hk.
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XJP flow from (or to) gateway 1 on path p.

Similar to commodity composite variables, gateway composite variables correspond to the

route variables in the RH formulation as follows:

Iwg = yr. (4.33)
geg

The gateway balance, hub balance, landing and count constraints specified with route vari-

ables in the RH formulation can be similarly specified with gateway composite variables. For

simplicity, we denote the matrix corresponding to the gateway balance, hub balance, landing

and count constraints for gateway composite variables as B, H, A, N, respectively. We present

the following Gateway Cover Flow formulation (GCF) for the ESSND problem with flexible

hub assignment:

min dgwg (4.34)
geG

subject to

fBw = 0 (4.35)

w = 0 (4.36)

w < a (4.37)

w < n (4.38)

aCe PWg1, l E N (4.39)
gE9p

aceDwg = 1, 1 E N (4.40)
~9eD
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Wg E {0,

>95 UrWg - j >5x,, 0, (i,j) E A
gcgp rGR pGpP leAf

Z ( Y6o UrWg - S 56xip 0, (ij) E B
g9E! rGR pCpD JGD

xpp' - Y, pb, Zk = 0, 1 E Ar, h E HSPil ~hlSPkz~ lhf~
pCPP kcK

5 hxP - E6bk=, l E , h E H
pgpD kcK

Y z k =,k E K

hChk

S c hc

SbkZk < eh, h E H
kcK

1}, g Eg, zkO,kEK, hEH, xi,O, lEAf, pE

(4.41)

(4.42)

(4.43)

(4.44)

(4.45)

(4.46)

pP UpD

Constraints (4.39) and (4.40) are cover constraints ensuring that at least one gateway com-

posite is selected to cover the pickup and delivery volume of each gateway, respectively. It

is not sufficient to specify that all the commodities at each gateway can be picked up or de-

livered. We also need to ensure there is a feasible path for every commodity from its origin

to its destination. Hence, we introduce flow variables and hub assignment variables into the

formulation. Constraints (4.41) and (4.42) specify that the capacity provided on each arc must

exceed its flow. Constraints (4.43) and (4.44) distribute the commodity flows to the paths be-

tween gateway-hub pairs. Constraints (4.45) guarantee that every commodity is fully served.

Constraints (4.46) ensure that hub sort capacity is not violated.
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4.2.2 GCF Formulation Strength

We can prove the following lemmas:

Lemma 5 The G CF formulation and the RH formulation are equivalent IP formulations for

the ESSND problem with flexible hub assignment.

Proof. We first show that, given a feasible solution to the GCF formulation, we can

construct a feasible solution to the RH formulation, with the same cost.

We construct the route solution y with a gateway composite solution w based on mapping

(4.33). For the objective function, we have

Sdgwg = EYdrwg =( dr. Wg = dryr.
geg geg rER rER gE9 rER

Thus, the resulting route solution has the same objective value as the gateway composite

solution. Furthermore, constraints (4.7)-(4.10) in the RH formulation are satisfied as a result

of the mapping. We use the count constraints as an illustrating example. In the GCF

formulation, for a fleet type f, we have

5 5
6Wg f

where 6f is 1 if fleet type f is assigned to aircraft route r, and 0 otherwise. With mapping

(4.33), we can re-write the constraints as

rf 9 = fyr < nf.
rER gE! rER
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We can similarly show that the route solution satisfies constraints (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9).

We can directly use the gateway path flow and hub assignment solution to GCF to satisfy

constraints (4.13)-(4.16). The remaining forcing constraints (4.11) and (4.12) are also satisfied

because

S rjUrYr = 6 rUr'YrWg > 5 56 xj,p, (i, j) E A, and (4.47)
rERp gEgp rERp pEPP lEJf

5 8
?UrYr = 5 Ur wg p1'i,p, (i, j) E B. (4.48)

rERD gEgD rERD pEpD IEAf

Conversely, given an integer feasible solution to the RH formulation, the pickup routes and

delivery routes form a pickup and a delivery gateway composite covering the volume at all the

gateways, respectively, each including integer numbers of routes. These two composites along

with the gateway path flow and hub assignment solution to the RH formulation satisfy all the

constraints in the GCF formulation and form an integer feasible solution.

In summary, the GCF and RH are equivalent integer formulations for the ESSND problem

with Flexible Hub Assignment. m

Lemma 6 The G CF formulation is at least as strong as the RH formulation.

Proof. The first part of the proof of Lemma 5 shows that we can find a feasible integer

solution to RH with the same cost given a feasible integer solution to GCF. The proof holds

even if integrality constraints are relaxed. That is, given a feasible solution to the GCF LP

relaxation, we can find a feasible solution to the RH LP relaxation with the same cost. 0

Following is an example in which this strength is strict.

Example 9 Consider the pickup network in Figure 4-3. Let x1 indicate the flow from gateway
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1 on path 1-H 1 , r the flow from gateway 1 on path 1-H 2 , and z, the percentage of commodity

k assigned to hub h. Excluding the balance, count, landing and hub sort constraints, the GCF

formulation is

min 20gc, + 24gc2 + 22gc3

subject to: gc 1 + gc2 + gc3 1

4gcl + 2gc3 - >1 > 0

4gc2 + 2gc3 - X2 > 0

X1 - z- z z 0

1z 2  3_X2 - z -Z - Z 2 -

z + z = i

z 2+z 1

z 1 +z=

z + 3

gci C {0, 1}, i= 1,2,3. zk > 0,k = 1,2,3, and h= 1, 2.

The optimal solution to the RH LP relaxation is { gc1 = 1, gc2 = 0, gc 3 =0, Z = 1, Z = 1,

Z = 1}, with objective value 20.

In the above example, the GCF formulation is stronger than both the RH and CHA

formulations. (The optimal LP relaxation objective values of the RH and CHA formulations

are the same, 15, according to Example 7.) Following is an example, however, in which the

CHA formulation is stronger than the GCF formulation.
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Example 10 Consider the network in Figure 4-4. There are two O-D commodities with one

unit of volume each, and one fleet type. An aircraft of this fleet type has 2 units of capacity.

The commodities can be sorted at either of the two hubs.

kI: 1-2, 1 unit 10, 2)
k2: 1-3, 1 unit

HZ1 (10, 2)

Commodity composite:
cc,: one route 1-H, picking up k, and k2 to hub 1.
cc 2: one route 1-H 2 picking up k, and k2 to hub 2.
cc3: one route H1-2 delivering k from hub 1.
cc4: one route H1-3 delivering k2 from hub 1.
cc5 : one route H2-2 delivering k, from hub 2.
cc6 : one route H2-3 delivering k2 from hub 2.

Gateway composites:
gc,: one route 1-H, picking up all volume from gateway 1.
gc2: one route 1-H 2.picking up all volume from gateway 1.
gc3: one route 1-H, and one route 1-H 2.

picking up all volume from gateway 1
gc4: one route H,-2 delivering all volume to gateway 2.
gc5 : one route H-3 delivering all volume to gateway 3.
gc6: one route H2-2 delivering all volume to gateway 2.
gc 7: one route H2-3 delivering all volume to gateway 3.

Figure 4-4: Strength of CHA and GCF Formulation

Let z be the percentage of commodity k assigned to hub h. Excluding the balance, count,

landing and hub sort constraints, the CHA formulation is
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min 10cc1 + 10cc2 + 10cc 3 + 25cC4 + 25cc 5 + 10cc6

subject to:

CC 1 - Z > 0

cc3 - z > 0

CC2 - Z > 0

cc5 - 1 > 0

cci - Z 2 0

cc 4 - Z 2 0

cc2 - z 2> 0

cc4 - Z 2> 0
2 2

zi + z = 1

z, + z =

cciGE 0, 1}, i =1, 2, ... 6. zh- I ),k 1 2,ad 7 ,2

The optimal solution to the CHA LP relaxation is {cc1 = 1, cc 2 = 1, cc3 = 1, cc6 = 1,

zi = 1, Z = 1}, with objective value 40.

Let xi,h and xhi indicate the flow from gateway i on path i-h and the flow to gateway i on

path h-i, respectively. Excluding the balance, count, landing and hub sort constraints, the GCF

formulation is
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min 10gc1 + 10gc2 + 20gC3 + 10gc4 + 25gc5 + 25gc6 + 10gc 7

subject to:

gcl + gc2 +gc3 = 1

gc4 + 9C6 = 1

gc5 + gc7 = 1

2gci + 2gc3 - X1H1 > 0

2gc2 + 2gc3 - X1H 2 > 0

2gc4 - XH 1 2 > 0

2gc5 - XH 1 3 0

2gc6 - XH 2 2 0

2gc7 - XH 2 3 0

1Hi - z - z 2> 0

X1H 2 - Z -- > 0

SH12 -4-2> 0

XH2 2 - 2 0

XH 13 - Z > 0

XH23 - Z 2 0

z- + 4 = 1

z1 + z2 1

gci E {0, 1}, i =1, 2, ...7, z 0,k=1,2,andh=1,2, X1Hi, X1H 2 , XH12, XH 1 3, XH 2 2, XH2 3 0.
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The optimal solution to the GCF LP relaxation is {gc1 = 0.5, gc2 = 0.5, gc4 = 1, gc 7 = 1,

Z4 = 1, zy = 1}, with objective value 30.

Though the GCF formulation is not always stronger than the CHA formulation, for realistic

problem instances in which the number of commodities is large and multiple aircraft routes are

required to cover the volume at gateways, the GCF formulation is likely to be stronger than

the CHA formulation.

4.2.3 Restricting Composite Variable Set without Affecting Optimality

Our definition of gateway composites allows redundant gateway composites. In this section,

we define redundancy in the context of gateway composites and introduce two concepts that

help eliminate redundant composites.

We say a gateway composite variable is redundant if the exclusion of the variable does not

eliminate the optimal solution.

Example 11 Consider the network depicted in Figure 4-5. Gateway 1 and 2 each has two-

units of demand. There is a single fleet type, and an aircraft of this type has three units of

capacity. We depict four valid aircraft routes in the figure and list some gateway composites.

Consider gateway composites gc1 and gc3. Both gateway composites provide sufficient capacity

to pickup the demand at gateway 1, but there is a redundant aircraft route in gateway composite

gc3. In the case of gateway composites gc4 and gc5 , both composites provide sufficient capacity

to pick up the demand at both gateways to hub H 2. There is a redundant stop on the double-

leg route 1-2-H2, however. Replacing route 1-2-H2 with route 1-H 2 will not affect any hub

assignment feasible previously. In contrast, consider gateway composite gc6 and gc7. If
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Gateway composites:
gc1 : one routes 1-H, picking up all volume from gateway 1.

gc2: one routes 2-H2 picking up all volume from gateway 2.
2 1 H | gc3 : two routes 1-Hpicking up all volume from gateway 1.

gc4: one route 1-2-H2 and one route 2-H2 picking up all
volume from gateway 1 and 2.

gc5 : one route 1-H2 and one route 2-H2 picking up all

2 2 H2 volume from gateway I and 2.

gc6 : one route 1-H, and one route 1-2-H2 picking up all
volume from gateway 1 and 2.

gc7: one route 1-H, and one route 2-H2 picking up all
volume. from gateway 1 and 2.

Figure 4-5: Examples of Redundant Gateway Composites

gateway composites gc6 is selected, some commodities at gateway 1 can be assigned to hub H 2 .

If we replace route 1-2-H2 with route 2-H2 , commodities at gateway 1 all have to be assigned to

hub H 1 .

We define a gateway composite to be minimal if the removal of an aircraft route or the

skipping of a gateway in a double-leg aircraft route included in the gateway composite renders

at least one hub assignment feasible in the original gateway composite infeasible. We can prove

the following lemma:

Lemma 7 If ferrying is possible, any optimal solution to the GCF formulation can be repre-

sented by minimal gateway composites and ferry routes.

Proof. Suppose a gateway composite in the optimal solution is not minimal. If we remove

the redundant routes or flight legs in the gateway composite, the resulting gateway composite

will become minimal and only aircraft balance is likely to be affected. Because the redundant

routes and flight legs must be feasible for ferrying, we can restore the aircraft balance by

introducing ferrying variables. The set of ferry flights needed is at most all the routes and
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flight legs removed. The resulting total cost of the minimal gateway composite and the ferry

flights is therefore no more than the cost of the original gateway composite. Thus, the original

optimal solution can be represented by minimal composites and ferrying routes. 0

If we consider gateway composites gci, gc2 and gc7 in Figure 4-5, all three gateway com-

posites are minimal. If gc7 is included in the optimal solution, we can replace it with gateway

composites gciand gc2, without violating any constraints. We define a gateway composite

to be connected if the routes included in the gateway composite form a connected graph, for

example, gateway composites gc4 and gc6 in Figure 4-5. We can prove the following lemma:

Lemma 8 Any optimal solution to the GCF formulation can be represented by connected gate-

way composites.

Proof. If a non-connected gateway composite is included in the optimal solution, it can

be broken into a set of connected gateway composites. Because the set of aircraft routes

represented by the composites is the same, the new solution satisfies every constraints and

has the same cost. Thus, the original optimal solution can also be represented by connected

composites. m

4.3 Sub-network Column Generation

In ARM, with fixed hub assignment, we are able to enumerate a tractable set of composite

variables with certain restrictions (Armacost [4]) and solve the corresponding model. With

flexible hub assignment, the size of the composite set is much larger. In this section, we

introduce a column generation approach for generating gateway composites. The column

generation approach for generating commodity composites is similarly derived.
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Definition 9 A sub-network is a triplet (KG, HG, RG) including a subset of gateways, KG,

a set of hubs, HG, and the complete set of aircraft routes, RG, visiting only the set of gateways

KG-

The tractability issue arises because many gateway composites can be formed on a single

sub-network. The column generation approach to circumvent this issue is to first solve a

restricted master problem (RMP), that is, the GCF formulation with a limited set of gateway

composites. Then, use the dual prices obtained in solving the RMP to price-out and identify

only those gateway composites that can potentially improve the current solution to the sub-

networks. These new composites are added to the RMP to create an augmented model, and

the process repeats until no gateway composite can be identified.

Definition 10 The size of a gateway composite is the number of gateways the composite

covers.

To control the size of the model and the number of sub-problems, we assume that we will

only consider minimal and connected gateway composites with size up to M. Thus, we only

need to consider sub-networks including up to M gateways.

Consider the example network in Figure 4-6, we construct the 1-gateway, 2-gateway and

3-gateway sub-networks. Note that we only need to consider connected sub-networks. Hence,

in the example, the subset including gateway 2 and 3 is not considered because there is no

connected graph containing only gateway 2 and 3.

We then define a pricing problem for each subnetwork to generate gateway composites.

Any aircraft route included in a gateway composite affects constraints (4.35) through (4.38)

and constraints (4.41) or (4.42). We define 7r, as the sum of the products of the dual price
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1 -gateway sub-networks
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3 H2

2-gateway sub-networks

2 H1

H2

3-gateway sub-networks

Figure 4-6: Sub-networks

of a constraint and the corresponding coefficient of aircraft route r in that constraint, for each

constraint containing aircraft route r. We define 7rG as the sum of the dual prices associated

with cover constraints (4.39) or (4.40) corresponding to the gateways in KG. Because each

gateway composite formed on subnetwork (NG, HG, RG) must cover all the gateways in KG,

7rG is a constant for all gateway composites covering KG. We define PG as the set of gateway

flow pickup (or delivery) paths and AG as the set of flight arcs corresponding to the aircraft

routes in RG, and bl as the total pickup (or delivery) volume at gateway 1. We can then specify

the following pricing problem to generate gateway composites:

min E (dr - 7rr)yr - ?TG
reRG

(4.49)

subject to

E frUryr - S E 6 ixiP 0,
rERG  PEPG IENG

S S xi = b', 1
hEHG PEPG

yr E Z+, r C RG, xil,p 0, 1 C KG,

(i, j) C AG (4.50)

(4.51)KG

p E P0
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Problem (4.49)-(4.51) is itself a network design problem, with the objective function coeffi-

cients modified by the dual prices obtained from solving the RMP. Constraints (4.50) specify

that the total flow on each path must not exceed the capacity provided by the selected routes.

Constraints (4.51) require that all the demand from (or to) each of the gateways in A/G are

assigned to the pickup (or delivery) paths.

We include all the ferry routes in the RMP, and reduce their costs by an infinitesimal

amount. Thus, the pricing problems will generate only minimal gateway composites. (Suppose

the reduced cost of a non-minimal gateway composite g' is negative, we can replace the gateway

composite with a minimal gateway composite g and a set of redundant routes. The redundant

routes can be equivalently replaced by the ferry flights in the RMP. Because the reduced cost

of ferry flights is non-negative, the reduced of the redundant routes must be positive as a result

of our adjustment. Hence, the reduced cost of gateway composite g is smaller than that of

g'.)

Because every gateway in Afg must be covered, the size of the gateway composite is equal

to the number of gateways included in the sub-network. To improve efficiency, at each column

generation iteration, we first consider sub-networks including one gateway, then sub-networks

including two gateways, and so on. If the objective value of a pricing problem is negative,

the reduced cost of the corresponding gateway composite is negative. If we also find the

routes selected form a connected graph, we generate the corresponding gateway composite and

include it in the RMP. If the gateway composite is not connected, it could be broken into

smaller connected gateway composites. We do not need to change the RMP, however, because

those smaller connected gateway composites must have been generated when we consider sub-

networks containing smaller numbers of gateways. Overall, we can ensure the sub-network
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column generation does not produce redundant gateway composites.

We can similarly specify the pricing problem to generate commodity composites. We define

Kg and KD to be the set of commodities to be picked up from and delivered to gateway 1,

respectively, and KG to be the complete set of commodities on sub-network G. We define

7r, as the sum of the products of the dual price of a constraint and the corresponding co-

efficient of aircraft route r in that constraint, for each constraint containing aircraft route r

(constraints (4.23)-(4.26)), and 7r k' and 7r k'h as the dual prices of pickup and delivery cover

constraints (4.27) and (4.28), respectively. Let pk be the binary decision variable which equals

1 if commodity k is covered and 0 otherwise. For generating pickup commodity composites,

we have

min 1 (d4 - -rr)yr - hr ' / ' (4.52)
rERG kEKG hEHk

subject to

S kh = Ik, k E KG (4.53)
hEHk

5(irUrYr - ( : 5;xip _ 0, (ij) E AG (4.54)
rERG PEPG1EJfG

5 5 4'xI - 5 'Pb 'k,h = 0, £ KG (4.55)
h6 Hp Ok? k E KrGhEH pEl' kEKgP

r C Z+, r G RG, !k E {0, 1}, k E KG, zk > 0, k E KG, h E Hk, xi,p > 0, 1 EK G , P E G

The pricing problem to generate delivery commodity composites can be defined similarly.

In the objective function (4.52), the first term is the route costs modified by the dual prices, and
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the second term is the sum of the values for covering commodities. Note that if a commodity

is selected to be covered, by constraints (4.53), we have EhCHk pkh = 1, resulting in a hub

assignment for commodity k. Constraints (4.54) specify that the flow on a path must not

exceed the capacity provided by the selected routes. Constraints (4.55) assign commodity

flows to the paths. Unlike the pricing problem for generating gateway composites, the problem

above does not require each commodity to be served. Whether a commodity is served by the

set of routes selected is determined by the pricing problem. Because the pricing problem for

generating commodity composites involves individual commodity hub assignment variables, its

size is much larger and the problem is more difficult to solve.

4.4 Case Study 1: Small Service Network Design Problem

In this section, we apply the CHA formulation and the GCF formulation to a small service

network design problem to investigate the effectiveness of the two formulations. The small

service network design problem, shown in Figure 4-7, contains nine gateways, two hubs and 70

O-D commodities. Among the gateways, three of them are located to the north of the northern

hub, another three to the south of the southern hub, and the remaining three between the two

hubs. The hub sort capacity is assumed to be infinite. There are two fleet types, and there is

no limit on the available number of aircraft of each fleet type. To match the capacity of aircraft,

the carrier's origin-destination volume associated with the 70 selected O-D commodities is scaled

by 9. (Without scaling, the problem becomes an uncapacitated problem.) The operating cost

of the aircraft is equal to the carrier's actual cost, and the schedule requirements match those

of the carrier.
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Figure 4-7: Small Network Design Problem

All computations for this case study were performed on an HP9000 Model D370 workstation.

The models and procedures were compiled with HP's aCC compiler with calls to the ILOG

CPLEX 6.5 Callable Library. We first solved the problem with fixed hub assignments matching

those in the UPS solution. The resulting optimal solution obtained with the ARM formulation

is shown in Figure 4-8. With fixed hub assignment, both hubs are used and 4 of the 9 gateways

send or receive volume from both hubs.

We then applied the CHA formulation and the GCF formulation to the problem, thus

enabling flexible hub assignment. We allowed each commodity to be assigned to either hub,

and we used sub-network column generation to generate the relevant composite variables at the

root node. We generated composites with up to three gateways. After column generation at the

root node, the RMP was solved with the CPLEX Mixed Integer Program (MIP) solver. The

results reported in Table 4.1 indicate that the LP relaxation of the GCF formulation provides

a much tighter bound than the CHA formulation. Moreover, because of this strength, the
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Figure 4-8: Solution to the Small Network Design Problem with Fixed Hub Assignment

GCF formulation obtained the best IP solution within one minute, and achieved a final best

bound-best IP gap within 0.01%. For the CHA formulation, the CPLEX MIP solver could not

close the gap to within 10%, even after 24 hours of computing time.

The best integer solution found to the GCF model is illustrated in Figure 4-9. Compared

with the fixed hub assignment solution, operating cost savings are about 20%. Moreover, one

fewer hub and one fewer aircraft are used.

The computational results of this case study indicate that the GCF formulation is poten-

tially far more tractable than the CHA formulation for the service network design problem

with flexible hub assignment.
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Formulation CHA GCF
Problem Statistics Sub-problems 90 90

Master Iterations 31 32
Columns Generated 1075 1094

Objective Value ($) LP Relaxation 69422 82339
First IP 94350 85189
Best IP 85305 85189

LP Relaxation-First IP Gap 35.9% 3.5%
LP Relaxation-Best IP Gap 17.9% 3.5%

Best LP Bound - Best IP Gap >10% <0.01%
Run Time LP Relaxation 572 sec. 923 sec.

First IP 1789 sec. 1 sec.
Best IP 5.3 hr. 41 sec.
Total IP 24 hr. 42 sec.

Total Solution 24.2 hr. 0.27 hr.

Table 4.1: Case 1 Results

.=a U

U
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Figure 4-9: Solution to the Small Network Design Problem with Flexible Hub Assignment
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4.5 Case Study 2: UPS Next-Day Air Problem

In this section, we apply the GCF formulation to the UPS Next-Day Air (NDA) service network

design problem. First, we investigate the effectiveness of the sub-network column generation

approach when applied to UPS' large-scale NDA service network design problem. Second, we

enumerate a restricted set of gateway composite variables and solve the resulting UPS NDA

problem. Finally, we use the model to explore the impact of potential strategic changes to the

air network, such as operating with different numbers of hubs or managing increased demand.

The models and procedures in this case study were compiled with HP's aCC compiler

with calls to the ILOG CPLEX 6.5 Callable Library. To build the MIP model, the column

generation procedures were run on the HP 9000 Model D370 workstation. The MIP model

was then exported to a Dell Precision M50 workstation with 2.5 GHz Pentium4 CPU and 2GB

RAM, and was solved using ILOG CPLEX 8.5.

The UPS domestic air network we consider consists of 85 gateways, six of which are hubs.

Distances between gateways are measured by block time, that is, flying time plus taxi time.

Earliest Pickup Times and Latest Delivery Times are specified for each gateway, and a route-

specific Latest Hub Arrival Time and a Earliest Hub Departure Time are specified for each hub.

Pickup routes originating from west coast gateways to non-west coast hubs may arrive later

than routes originating from non-west coast gateways. There are four fleet types, each with a

specified flying range and an allowable set of gateway and hub locations for landing. Aircraft

capacity is specified in number of containers. Carrier policy requires that we reduce by 30%

the capacity of the fleet assigned to pickup routes from west-coast gateways to non-west coast

hubs to compensate for the tighter time windows for loading and unloading.
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It is the carrier's current practice to develop two aircraft routing plans each year. The

first one specifies aircraft movements in the ten months spanning January to October, and the

second specifies aircraft movements for the peak retail season that occurs during November

and December. Each plan is typically designed for the highest demand in the planning period

because system reliability is highly important. Due to the time and complexity involved in

creating aircraft plans with the carrier's existing tools, considering other demand scenarios and

designing more demand-specific plans has not been possible.

Demands are specified by origin gateway and destination gateway and are measured in

number of packages. At the gateway locations, packages are packed into containers. The

number of packages that can be packed into a container is generally a constant, though there

can be small variations depending on the time available before the departure of the pickup

aircraft, which is largely determined by the distance from the gateway to the destination hub.

For example, there is typically more time to pack a container to be sent to a nearby hub, and

thus, a larger number of packages can be packed into the container. To be consistent with our

units of aircraft capacity, we must convert all demands into container units. In this case study,

we assume a constant number of packages can be packed into a container, but a gateway-hub-

specific conversion factor can be used if necessary to translate package demand into container

demand.

If a gateway is located close to a hub, the volume assigned to the hub from that gateway

can be transported by ground vehicles. For this reason, both ground and aircraft services must

be considered. Because the ground fleet is much cheaper to operate than the air fleet, ground

service (with assumed unlimited capacity) is always used if time allows. In some cases, there

might not be enough time to transport by ground all the volume from the gateway to the hub.
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For example, if all the volume does not arrive at the gateway before the ground vehicle has to

leave the gateway to arrive at the hub sort on time, only a portion of the volume is assigned

to ground transport. A maximum pickup (or delivery) ground percentage, based on historical

data is computed and used as a capacity limit on the corresponding ground route.

We also consider direct flights by-passing hubs and moving O-D commodities directly from

their respective origins to their respective destinations. Based on the carrier's preferences, if

the potential load factor is greater than 50%, a direct flight is viable. Direct flights can be

included in a gateway composite. In our implementation, however, we create a variable for

each direct flight. The direct flight variables are included in constraints (4.35)-(4.38), but not

constraints (4.39)-(4.44). Instead, it provides one cover for the corresponding O-D commodity

in constraint (4.45) specified for that commodity. Because each gateway composite is still

required to cover all the volume at a gateway, if direct flights are selected to transport some

O-D commodities, we might over-restrict the solution. In the UPS case, however, there are

only tens of O-D commodities qualifying for direct flights and they account for only a very

small percentage of the total volume at their respective origin or destination gateways. Thus,

the above approach to handle direct flights has little impact on the solution.

4.5.1 Colurnn Generation

We use the column generation approach described in Section 4.3 to solve the LP relaxation of

the GCF formulation. The best feasible solution with the existing UPS fixed hub assignments,

referred to as the fixed hub assignment solution, is used as the starting set of columns for column

generation. We solve 65,786 sub-network subproblems in total, with 4000 subproblems solved at

each master iteration. The column generation process converges very slowly. We terminate it
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after about 100 hours when the LP relaxation objective value improvement from 20 consecutive

master iterations is less than 0.1%. At that point, 206 master iterations are executed and 16,896

columns generated. The gap between the objective value of the LP relaxation and the fixed

hub assignment solution is about 12.0%. The MIP model, including the generated columns,

is then solved with the fixed hub assignment solution as the advanced starting solution, but

the CPLEX MIP solver fails to find any improved integer solution after 100 hours. The gap

between the best LP bound and the fixed hub assignment solution is still 11.5% at that point.

Network size is a primary reason for the failure of the column generation approach. Op-

portunities to combine routes to form gateway composites leading to low cost, but fractional,

solutions are greatly increased on large-scale networks. Though the column generation at the

root node can produce columns that lead to a good solution to the LP relaxation, those columns

might not produce a good IP solution. We illustrate this point in the next example.

Example 12 Consider Example 10 in Figure 4-4. Suppose at some point during column

generation, gateway composites gc1, gc2, gc4, gc5, gc6 and gc7 are included in the RMP, but

not gc3. When solving the LP relaxation, the reduced cost of gc3 is non-negative, so gc3 will

not be generated. Without gc3, the solution to the problem is sub-optimal.

The tractability issue is further exacerbated by the presence of ground routes. The ground

routes can form zero-cost gateway composites and fractional values of them can be combined

with other fractional gateway composites to satisfy gateway cover constraints (4.39) and (4.40).
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4.5.2 Variable Enumeration

Instead of using column generation to generate gateway composites, we define the characteristics

of gateway composites that are likely to be included in the optimal solution, and then enumerate

gateway composites based on these characteristics.

The carrier maintains a major hub in their network. To ensure reliability, the carrier

specifies the following major hub connectivity condition:

Each gateway must be visited by a pickup route destined to the major hub, and a delivery

route originating at the major hub.

We say an ESSND problem is uncapacitated if the capacity of the smallest aircraft that

can be assigned to each pickup (or delivery) route is sufficient to serve all the volume from (or

to) the gateways the route contains. We can prove the following lemma.

Lemma 9 For the uncapacitated ESSND problem, there is an optimal hub assignment under

the major hub connectivity condition assigning every O-D commodity to the major hub.

Proof. We prove the lemma by construction. Relaxing the requirements to serve all

demands, we first obtain a network design solution satisfying the major hub connectivity con-

dition and other constraints with the minimum cost. The cost of the solution to the relaxed

problem provides a lower bound on the optimal cost. Because each pickup (or delivery) aircraft

route connecting gateways and the major hub in this solution provides sufficient capacity to

serve all the demands from (or to) the gateways it visits, the solution we obtain also satisfies

the requirements to serve all demands, with an objective value equal to the lower bound on

the optimal cost. Hence, we have obtained an optimal solution, and we can assign every O-D

commodity to the major hub in this solution. n
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In the capacitated case, if the total volume of a gateway is larger than the capacity of the

smallest aircraft but is smaller than the capacity of the largest aircraft, assigning the volume

to multiple hubs would likely result in more fixed cycle charges and increased costs due to

additional aircraft needed. Therefore, in the optimal solution, all the volume at such gateways

would most likely be assigned to the major hub, served by a single aircraft. For this reason,

we impose the following assumption, defined as the small demand gateway rule:

If the total volume from (or to) a gateway is smaller than the capacity of the largest aircraft

that can serve that gateway, the gateway is categorized as a small demand gateway and all

the associated volume is assigned to the major hub.

Because the commodities from or to small demand gateways are all assigned to the major

hub, there is only one pickup and one delivery gateway-hub demand pair for each small demand

gateway. A demand composite covering the pair is also a gateway composite. Therefore, we

can use the ARM composite generator (Armacost [4]) to create gateway composites including

small demand gateways exclusively. In addition, due to timing constraints, the west coast hub

is the only feasible hub for commodities with both origins and destinations on the west coast.

Hence, the hub assignments for these commodities are also fixed, resulting in fixed pickup and

delivery demand between gateways on the west coast and the west coast hub. We therefore

specify two sets of gateway pickup and delivery cover constraints (4.39) and (4.40) for gateways

on the west coast. One corresponds to west coast-west coast volume, and the other corresponds

to west coast to non-west coast or non-west coast to west coast volume. The small demand

gateway rule is also applied to west coast to non-west coast or non-west coast to west coast

volume. ARM composite generator can be used to build composites covering west coast-west

coast volume and the volume satisfying the small demand rule.
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For the remaining gateways, those not satisfying the small-demand rule after strictly west

coast demands are removed, we need only to consider minimal and connected gateway compos-

ites (as proved in Lemma 7 and 8). Such gateway composites can be enumerated by combining

aircraft routes to satisfy the capacity requirement.

The number of feasible aircraft route combinations fully serving a sub-set of gateways can

still be huge, especially if the demand of the gateways is large. Many of the gateway composites

however, might not be practical at all, and are unlikely to be included in the optimal solution.

For example, instead of using a single large-capacity aircraft to serve a gateway with large

volume, a feasible yet costly and impractical option (due to the resulting complexity of the

operation) is to assign many small-capacity aircraft to serve that gateway. We exclude such

options from our model by imposing the following restrictions when enumerating the gateway

composites:

" Let UPax be the capacity of the largest aircraft that can serve gateway 1, and b be the total

volume of gateway 1. The number of planes serving gateway g in a gateway composite

must be no more than [ib1 +1; and the number of single-leg aircraft routes with capacity

Urnax, must be at least [ ] -2.

" There can be at most two double-leg aircraft routes included in a gateway composite. If

both routes are from or to the same hub, they are not allowed to visit the same set of

gateways.

" If a double-leg aircraft route visiting at least one small-demand gateway is included in a

gateway composite, it must cover the volume of at least one small-demand gateway fully.

" A composite variable can cover at most one non-small-demand gateway.
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The first restriction imposes practical limits on the fleet serving a gateway, based on the

demand of that gateway. The second restriction imposes a limit on the use of double-leg routes,

based on the following lemma:

Lemma 10 Two double-leg aircraft routes visiting the same two gateways and going to or

coming from the same hub do not need to be in an optimal solution.

Proof. Suppose the optimal solution includes two double-leg pickup aircraft routes rl and

r 2 visiting the same two gateways, a and b, and going to the same hub h (The proof for delivery

routes follows similarly). Let Xa and Xb be the volumes from gateways a and b, respectively,

transported on the two routes r, and r 2 . Denote the capacity of aircraft route r, as ui and

aircraft route r 2 as u2 . Without loss of generality, assume xa > Xb and ui u2 . We can

construct a solution with cost at least as good as the existing solution using route r1 and

replacing route r2 with a single-leg route r3 with capacity u2 from gateway a to hub h. We

know:

U1 > U2 --- U1 > 1 (U + U2) , and

Xb 5 xa and (Xb + Xa) ! (ul + U2) =-> Xb 5 1 (Ui + U2) , and hence,

uj > Xb.

Thus, the capacity of route ri is sufficient to pick up all the demand at gateway b. Moreover,

the remaining capacity of r, and the capacity of the single-leg route r3 from gateway a to hub

h is sufficient to pick up the demand at gateway a (because (xb + Xa) (ui + U2 )-)
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If, in the original solution, route r 2 goes from gateway a to gateway b and then h, then in

the new solution, route r3 , visiting only gateway a, does not change aircraft balance. Hence,

the new solution serves all the demand at gateway a and b, with balance condition unchanged,

and does so with less cost. If instead, route r2 in the original solution goes from gateway b to

gateway a and then hub h, the new solution will have to include a ferried aircraft with capacity

U2 from gateway b to gateway a prior to the pickup operation. The resulting new solution has

same operating costs as the original solution, and hence, in this case, costs remain the same.

U

Similarly, if a gateway composites including many double-leg routes, it is likely that we can

substitute one or more double-leg routes with single-leg routes to achieve lower costs.

The third restriction, based on an operational preference of the carrier, requires that each

double-leg route serve at least one of the two gateway-hub demands fully. If a double-leg

route visits two small-demand gateways, because the volume at the small-demand gateway is

all assigned to the major hub, the route is required to cover fully the volume of either one of

the gateways. If a double-leg route visits a small-demand gateway and a non-small demand

gateway, it is possible that the route does not provide sufficient capacity for the demand between

the non-small-demand gateway and the major hub. We therefore require that the route must

cover the volume of a small demand gateway fully.

For the last restriction, if a minimal and connected gateway composite covers two non-small

demand gateways, it must include a double-leg route visiting the two gateways. (Otherwise,

these two gateways must be connected with the same small-demand gateway by two double-

leg routes because there can be at most two double-leg routes by the second restriction. By

the third restriction, the two double-leg routes must cover all the volume at the small-demand
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gateway, and thus, one stop on one of the two double-leg routes must be redundant. We have

a contradiction.) The rationale for not allowing this is that it implies splitting the aircraft

capacity between two gateways with relatively large demand, whereas it is usually best for a

double-leg route to cover fully the demand at a small demand gateway and use the remaining

capacity to cover a portion of the demand at the non-small-demand gateway. One implication

of this restriction is that double-leg routes going to or from hubs other than the major hub

need not to be considered when generating the gateway composites. Such routes must visit

two non-small demand gateways, given that the volume of a small demand gateway is all sent

to the major hub.

The procedures described in Figures B-1 and B-2 in Appendix B are used to generate pickup

gateway composites. Procedures for generating delivery composites follow similarly. All the

valid pickup aircraft routes are processed first with the procedure in Figure B-1 and a list of

potential routes that can be combined to form gateway composites are maintained for each

gateway. The combinations of the routes maintained at each gateway are then enumerated

with the procedure described in Figure B-3. A valid gateway composite must provide sufficient

capacity to:

1. cover the fixed demand to or from the major hub for each of the gateways it covers; and

2. cover the minimum air pickup or delivery volume for each of the gateway it covers.

For most gateways, all the volume must be transported by air, and the minimum air pickup

or delivery volume is equal to the total volume. For some gateways, however, volume can be

transported to one of the hubs by ground. In the ESSND problem with fixed hub assignment,

the volume transported by ground is pre-determined and can be removed from the model.
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In the flexible hub assignment problem, however, the volume transported by ground must be

determined by the model. As a result, we cannot determine the exact air pickup capacity

required for such gateways. Instead, we require that the capacity provided for such gateways

exceeds the minimum air pickup or delivery volume, which is determined based on hub service

territory. The service territory of a hub is a set of gateways that a hub can potentially serve

based on the timing requirements and block time, usually those close to the hub. Obviously,

the maximum volume a gateway might send to a hub by ground, defined as the maximum

pickup (or delivery) ground volume hereafter, is the minimum of: (1) the total volume from (or

to) that gateway to (or from) all other gateways in the service territory of the hub; and (2) the

total volume that can be transported by ground to (or from) the hub from (or to) that gateway

within its time window. Recall, this is specified by the total volume at the gateway multiplied

by the maximum pickup (or delivery) ground percentage, as calculated from historical data.

Once we determine the maximum ground volume, we can determine the minimum air pickup

or delivery volume by subtracting the maximum ground volume from the total volume. Note

that when enumerating gateway composite variables for gateways with a ground service option,

we need to enumerate gateway composites with sufficient capacity to handle the minimum air

volume up to the total volume.

Because the commodities from (or to) small demand gateways are all fixed to the major hub,

there is a certain amount of fixed demand between a gateway and the major hub. To improve

the solvability of our model, we remove the capacity used for transporting fixed demand with

the following procedure (See Figure B-3 in Appendix B for details):

For gateway composites including no more than one double-leg route, we extract fixed

demand from the single-leg routes first then from the double-leg route. For gateway composites
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with multiple double-leg routes and some double-leg route junction gateways, that is, gateways

visited by more than one double-leg routes, the fixed demand at the junction gateways can

be transported on multiple routes visiting the gateways, rendering the capacity available for

the flexible commodities uncertain. For example, in Figure 4-10, the capacity of each aircraft

route is 5 units and there are 2 units of fixed demand from each of the three gateways to the

hub. The total demand at gateway 1 is 4 units, and at gateways 2 and 3 is 3 units. In Figure

4-10 (a), the fixed demand at gateway 1 can be transported on either of the two routes. If all

the fixed demand of gateway 1 is transported on route 1-2-H, the available capacity for flexible

commodities on route 1-2-H will be 1 unit, and the available capacity for flexible commodities

on route 1-3-H will be 3 units. If all the fixed demand of gateway 1 is transported on route

1-3-H, the situation is reversed. Hence, the capacity available for the flexible commodities on

respective routes cannot be determined.

Upper bounds on flexible
Total demand: 3 units md flo
Fixed demand: 2 units 2 comiodtyflow:

5 40 4
Total demand 4 units 3 2 -----
Fixed demand- 2 units

5 3
Total demand: 3 units
Fixed demand: 2 units

(a) (b~)

Figure 4-10: Artificial Path for Gateway Composite

For this reason, an "aggregate" path is created for this composite in Figure 4-10 (b). The

capacity provided by the aggregate path equals the total capacity of all routes included in the

composite minus the total fixed demand. At each gateway, we specify upper bounds on the
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available capacity for flexible commodities at the gateway. Because the capacity of each route

is 5 units, and there are 2 units of fixed demand from each of the three gateways to the hub,

the available capacity for flexible commodities at gateway 1 is 4 units, and at gateways 2 and

3 is 3 units.

4.5.3 UPS Next Day Air Problem Results

We enumerate the gateway composites for the UPS NDA problem, imposing the restrictions we

detail above. After applying the small-demand gateway rule and fixing the hub assignment for

west coast to west coast volume, the O-D commodities at 53 of the 85 gateways are all fixed

commodities. In addition, based on the carrier's operational preferences, commodities from

or to the major hub are assigned to the major hub. Overall, fixed commodities account for

about 60% of the total volume. We then enumerate the gateway composites for the remaining

gateways. After the gateway composites are enumerated, the MIP model is solved with CPLEX

8.5 interactive solver on a Dell Precision M50 laptop computer with Pentium 4 2.5GHz CPU

and 2G RAM.

Table 4.2 details the computational results. The first section reports the number of vari-

ables. Note that only the composite variables are specified as integer variables. The second

section reports the problem size after standard CPLEX preprocessing (ILOG [33]).

We compare the best network design obtained using ARM with the existing UPS hub

assignment and the best integer solution obtained using the GCF formulation with flexible

hub assignment. In both cases, NDA pickup aircraft are balanced against delivery aircraft.

Table 4.3 contains the information about packages assigned to different hubs under the ex-

isting UPS hub assignment and the hub assignment from the solution to the GCF formulation.
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Variables Path Variables 69062
Ferry Variables 20807

Composite Variables 33985

Problem Size Columns 91825
Rows 20962

Nonzeros 678930

Run Time LP Relaxation 317 sec.
Best IP Solution 41 hr.

Gaps LP Relaxation - Best IP Solution 2.5%
Final Best LP Bound - Best IP Solution < 1%

Table 4.2: Computational Results of the UPS Next-Day Air Problem

Letters "A" through "F" represent the different hubs. The row "Network" represents the whole

network. Column "P" is the number of packages processed as a percentage of the total number

of packages, columns "GP" and "GD" represent the number of packages picked up or delivered,

respectively, by ground to or from that hub as a percentage of the number of packages processed

at that hub. Note, packages that can be picked up and delivered all by ground exclusively

are excluded from the air service network design problem. Among the six hubs, the packages

processed by the west coast hub are the same under both hub assignment plans, those with

origins and destinations all on the west coast. In our hub assignment, two hubs are not used

as air service hubs. We observe: (1) both hubs handled a very small percentage of the total

packages in the existing hub assignment; and (2) both hubs provided service links to only a

small set of gateways in the existing hub assignment. Though more than one quarter of the

packages processed by the two hubs can be either picked up or delivered by ground, air service

is still required to serve these packages. Hence, establishing more hubs to allow more packages

to be transported by ground is not a particularly effective strategy.

In Table 4.4, we compare costs and network characteristics of the design obtained using

ARM with the existing UPS hub assignment and that obtained using GCF. For confidentiality
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Existing Hub Assignment Flexible Hub Assignment

P GP GD P GP GD
A 0.044 0.299 0.314 N/A N/A N/A
B 0.059 0.283 0.254 N/A N/A N/A
C 0.077 0.287 0.259 0.077 0.287 0.259
D 0.182 0.334 0.259 0.166 0.385 0.280
E 0.190 0.194 0.120 0.165 0.223 0.157
F 0.448 0.030 0.020 0.592 0.022 0.015
Network 1.000 0.213 0.145 1.000 0.194 0.125

Table 4.3: Package Distribution

reasons, we do not report the exact cost but rather report percentage differences in the solutions,

using the ARM solution as the baseline. About 7.5% savings in operating cost can be achieved

through the flexible hub assignment, translating to tens of millions of dollars in annual operating

cost savings. Reduced cycle costs account for a large portion of the savings. The reduction

in cycle costs is a direct result of the reduced number of air service links. An air service link

represents a non-zero air pickup or delivery demand for a gateway-hub pair, implying at least

one aircraft route visiting the gateway. In the existing UPS hub assignment, a gateway sends

volume to or receives volume from 2.08 hubs by air on average. In contrast, a gateway sends

volume to or receives volume from 1.68 hubs by air on average in our solution. Furthermore,

there are more double-leg routes used in the fixed hub assignment solution because there are

more, and hence smaller, gateway-hub demands to serve.

In addition to operating cost savings, two aircraft and air service for two hubs can be

eliminated from the existing network, implying tens of millions of dollars in annual savings.

Interestingly, the above savings are reported based on tactical models, in which no credit is

given for reduction in the number of aircraft or the number of hubs operated. If we adjust

the formulation to include aircraft ownership and hub set-up and operating costs, the potential
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[ Existing Hub Assignment Flexible Hub Assignment

Operating Cost -7.5%

Cycle Cost -11.4%

Flying Cost - -5.3%

Air Service Links 351 277
Block Time 590.4 558.5

Pickup Routes 133 129

Delivery Routes 133 131

Aircraft Needed 133 131

Double-leg Routes 79 46

Air Hubs 6 4

Table 4.4: Flexible Hub Assignment Improved Results for UPS NDA Problem

savings would likely be even greater.

Table 4.5 reports the average flight load factor and the number of air service links. Column

"LF" is the average flight load factor, and column "SL" is the number of air service links. The

average flight load factor of the network in our hub assignment increases by about 5%: the

result of both the reduced number of aircraft used and a higher percentage of packages moved

by air as indicated in row "Network" of Table 4.3.

Existing Hub Assignment Flexible Hub Assignment

Pickup Delivery Pickup Delivery

LF SL LF SL LF SL LF SL

A 0.773 7 0.675 9 N/A N/A N/A N/A

B 0.815 13 0.766 15 N/A N/A N/A N/A

C 0.766 15 0.740 14 0.774 15 0.745 14

D 0.754 25 0.841 28 0.814 17 0.905 20

E 0.845 28 0.813 25 0.900 19 0.862 20

F 0.806 86 0.829 86 0.859 86 0.863 86

Network 0.803 0.806 0.853 0.860

Table 4.5: Average Flight Load Factor
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4.5.4 Staged Volume Arrival at Hubs

The GCF formulation specifies the hub sort capacity as a single constraint for each hub. In a

more realistic representation, each hub can handle a limited number of packages for each time

period. Hence, we need to ensure that package arrivals are spaced over the hub sort period

and not concentrated at the end of the sort.

Armacost [41 uses aircraft arrivals as a proxy of package arrivals and specify conditions to

ensure spaced aircraft arrival. We can similarly specify the conditions for package arrivals.

Suppose xi is the number of packages arriving at the hub in interval r, and the number of

intervals is T. Let the hub sort capacity during interval T be e,. Then, the following

conditions, called staggering constraints, must be satisfied for each interval, -r:

T T

S z < x ej, = 1,...,T.

We can specify the staggering constraints using the path variables to represent the package

flows in the GCF formulation. Let 6' be 1 if the earliest possible hub arrival time (EHAT)

for pickup path p belongs to interval r, and 0 otherwise. The staggering constraints are stated

as:

T T

S p ph < ej, r = T h E H. (4.56)
j=p'PEP lEK=

For a given pickup path, however, the EHAT's of the aircraft routes covering that path

vary by assigned fleet types because block times and turn times differ by fleet type. To extend

constraints (4.56) to capture this variability is non-trivial, requiring specifying the time-space
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network with EHAT. Instead of further complicating our model, we obtain the solution to

the flexible hub assignment problem without the staggering constraints. Because most routes

selected are single-stop routes that generally arrive at hubs early, our solution is less likely to

violate the staggering constraints. We check the feasibility of the staggering constraints for 15-

minute intervals spanning the sort period nevertheless. We calculate the EHAT for the routes

in our solution and assign the gateway-hub demand to routes. If there are multiple routes

from a gateway to a hub, the earlier routes are filled up first. We then calculate the number

of packages arriving at the hub in each 15-minute interval. We find that none of the hub

staggering constraints is violated. In Figure 4-11, we depict the number of packages arriving

at the major hub by the earliest possible hub arrival time. We calculate the minimum required

sorting rate for each sorting interval, i.e., 4 to 7.5, 4.25 to 7.5, and so on. The maximum

sorting rate required, at about 180,000 packages/hour, is for the 4 to 7.5 interval as a result of

the relatively concentrated volume in the early period. Staggering constraints for other hubs

are not violated, either. This suggests that the staggering constraints need not be included in

our formulation, and a total sorting capacity constraint for each hub is sufficient.

The hub assignment obtained from our model was used as the fixed hub assignment for

the ARM model. A 8.2% potential savings using the new hub assignments was reported by

UPS for the same problem instance, with gateway-hub-specific conversion factors translating

package demand into container demand.

4.5.5 Ramp-transfer Operations

Ramp-transfer operations allow packages to be transferred between aircraft visiting the same

gateway. Packages are taken from one aircraft, and either placed onto another aircraft arriving
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Volume Arrival

t" r
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Figure 4-11: Volume Arriving at the Major Hub by E.H.A.

at the gateway earlier or left on the ramp for another aircraft to pickup at a later time. In the

former case, ramp-transfer is possible only if the aircraft first arriving at the gateway can be

held until the ramp-transfer is finished and still arrive at the hub on time. Figure 4-12 depicts

an example of a ramp-transfer operation. Suppose there is only one fleet type and an aircraft

of this type has 3 units of capacity. Each of the three gateways has two O-D commodities,

and each commodity has one unit of demand. We assume the best hub assignments for these

commodities are known, as depicted in the figure. With coordinated timing, we can use one

aircraft flying route 1-3-H 1 to carry commodities k1 and k2 to gateway 3, and a second aircraft

flying route 2-3-H 2 to carry commodities k3 and k4 to gateway 3. At gateway 3, we transfer

commodity k2 from the first aircraft to the second, and k3 from the second to the first. Then,

after picking up commodity k5 , the first aircraft continues to hub H1 carrying commodities k1,

k3 , and k5, and the second aircraft, after picking up commodity k6 , continues to hub H2 carrying
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commodities k2 , k4 , and k6 . Commodities k2 and k3 are served by two different aircraft in this

pickup operation.

ki: I unit, best assigned to H,
k2: I unit, best assigned to H2

oH I

k6: 1 unit, best assigned to H,
kk: 1 unit, best assigned to H2

o H2
k,: 1 unit, best assigned to H,
k4: I unit, best assigned to H2

Figure 4-12: An Example of Ramp-transfer Operation

Ramp-transfer operations can effectively reduce aircraft movements, and hence, operating

costs. In the above example, if ramp-transfer is not allowed, we need at least three aircraft

to transport all commodities. A possible solution is route 1-3-H 1 transporting commodities

ki and k5 to hub H1 , route 1-3-H 2 transporting commodities k2 and k6 to hub H1 , and route

2-H2-H1 transporting commodities k3 and k4 to hub H1 and H2.

We can build gateway composites involving ramp-transfer operations for the GCF formu-

lation. In the example depicted in Figure 4-12, routes 1-3-H 1 and 2-3-H 2 form a gateway

composite covering gateways 1, 2 and 3. Similar to other gateway composites, ramp-transfer

gateway composites provide capacity on flights arcs contained in constraints (4.41) and (4.42).

Although theoretically feasible, we do not consider ramp-transfer composites in our imple-

mentation because there are fewer ramp-transfer opportunities as a result of the small-demand

gateway rule. If ramp-transfer is considered, the potential operating cost savings might be
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even greater.

4.5.6 Scenario Analysis

As we have seen, though the GCF formulation is primarily a tool for tactical planning purposes,

its solution can provide insights to guide the strategic planning process. In this section, we

investigate two scenarios. In the first scenario, we relax the hub sort capacity constraints and

investigate the optimal set of hubs to use. In the second scenario, we look at the effects of

maximum consolidation by allowing use only of the major hub and the west coast hub.

In the best network design solution we obtained, four hubs are used. We refer to the

solution as the 4-hub solution. Because some of the hubs might be used due to limited hub

sort capacity at other hubs, we relax hub sort capacity constraints, and obtain a new solution

(reported in Table 4.6). In this solution, we use only 3 hubs and we refer to it as the 3-hub

solution. We then compare the 3-hub and 4-hub solutions in Table 4.6. The percentages

reflect the differences from the 4-hub solution.

I 3-Hub Solution

Operating Cost -2.4%
Cycle Cost -3.7%
Flying Cost -1.7%

Air Service Links 236
Block Time 546.8

Pickup Routes 127
Delivery Routes 127
Aircraft Needed 129

Double-leg Routes 40
Air Hubs 3

Table 4.6: Flexible Hub Assignment Solution with Relaxed Hub Sort Capacity Constraints

When hub sort capacity is not constraining, we can further cut operating costs by 2.4%,

translating to tens of millions of dollars each year. Furthermore, we can save another two
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aircraft and eliminate one more air hub, implying even greater savings. The network maintains

a hub on the east coast, a hub on the west coast and the major hub. The hub sort capacity

is violated by about 10% at the major hub, and not violated at the other two hubs. The

current hub capacity expansion project at the major hub, however, will easily accommodate

the capacity needed in the 3-hub solution.

In the second scenario, we assign every commodity to the major hub except commodities

with both origins and destinations on the west coast; these commodities must be handled by

the west-coast hub. The network therefore includes only two hubs and all commodities are

fixed. The hub sort capacity at the major hub only is relaxed. Table 4.7 reports the results,

referred to as the 2-hub solution. The percentages again reflect the differences from the 4-hub

solution.

2-Hub Solution

Operating Cost +1.6%
Cycle Cost +1.9%
Flying Cost +1.4%

Air Service Links 201
Block Time 571.4

Pickup Routes 133
Delivery Routes 132
Aircraft Needed 133

Double-leg Routes 43
Air Hubs 2

Table 4.7: Maximum Consolidation Results

The results show that the number of air service links is greatly reduced compared to the

4-hub operation, but the cycle cost is higher. The reason is that more volume has to be

transported by air now, and therefore, more aircraft routes are required. Flying cost is also

higher in the 2-hub solution than the 4-hub solution; many aircraft have to travel a longer

distance in the 2-hub solution. Although not optimal, the 2-hub solution still has a lower
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operating cost than ARM solution.

Our analysis indicates that UPS could potentially reduce operating costs by increasing

consolidation. In practice, however, other factors might affect the optimal hub configuration,

for example, long-term demand growth and network robustness.

4.5.7 Demand Growth

The optimal set of hubs to be used depends on the demand of the network. The higher the

demand, the more hubs the optimal hub set includes. Demand growth of express shipment

is relatively steady. Because it takes a long time to build hubs or expand hub capacity,

however, we need to take into consideration potential demand growth several years ahead when

considering the set of hubs to use. In this section, we look at a 5-year planning horizon, in

which we assume that domestic demand will grow by approximately 5.4% each year, yielding

about a 30% demand increase in 5 years. We base these projections on the carrier's annual

report [89] from 1995 to 2002. Their 5-year growth rates range from 27% to 35%. We assume

the demand increase will be uniform, that is, volume of every O-D commodity will increase by

30%. We also increase the number of aircraft available, based on the carrier's current aircraft

purchase plan. Finally, we relax the hub sort capacity.

Using the demand estimates for 5 years out, we solve GCF and report the results in Table

4.8. We compare operating costs of our solution with the 3-hub solution using current demand

volume and relaxed hub sort capacity. The results suggest that the 4-hub network structure is

more appropriate, taking into consideration long-term demand growth. In addition to achieving

minimal operating costs in the future demand scenario, the 4-hub network structure is also more

robust than the 3-hub network structure. Under the 3-hub network structure, the major hub
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is the only hub that can handle east coast-west coast and west coast-east coast demand. If

something is wrong at the major hub, for example, weather conditions delay arrivals at the

major hub and result in insufficient sort capacity, there is no alternative feasible operating

strategy. In contrast, flights can be re-routed to the alternative hub under the 4-hub network

structure to reduce the demand at the major hub.

Future 4-Hub Solution

Operating Cost +15.6%

Cycle Cost +10.1%
Flying Cost +18.5%

Air Service Links 273
Block Time 637.1

Pickup Routes 145
Delivery Routes 145
Aircraft Needed 145

Double-leg Routes 43
Air Hubs 4

Table 4.8: Results of a 30 Percent Demand Increase

Though the overall demand increases by 30%, the total operating cost increases by only

15.6%. This is achieved largely by replacing small old aircraft with large new aircraft, the

available number of which is almost doubled in the carrier's new aircraft purchase plan. Figure

4-13 (a) shows the usage of each fleet type in the 3-hub solution given current demand volumes,

and Figure 4-13 (b) shows the usage of each fleet type with a 30% increase in demand and new

aircraft purchased under the carrier's purchase plan.

When the new large type D aircraft become more available, none of the old and smaller type

A and C aircraft is used. The number of required aircraft increases by only 12%. Because the

fixed cycle costs of new aircraft are lower than those of old ones, the total cycle cost increases

by only 10.1%. Block hours increase by 15%, but the flying cost increases by 18.5%. The

reason is that the block hour cost of type B aircraft is the lowest. Under the new network
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Figure 4-13: Available Fleet and Actual Usage

design, fewer type B aircraft are flown because more large type D aircraft become available.

To illustrate that the multiple-hub network structure becomes increasingly attractive when

demand increases, we consider the network design in which we allow only the major hub and

the west-coast hub to be used to handle the future demand. In Table 4.9, we compare the

resulting operating costs with the 4-hub solution with future demand volumes and relaxed hub

sort capacity. Operating costs increase by 4.9%, and another 6 aircraft are needed if only two

hubs are allowed. In contrast, operating costs increase by only about 4.1% and only 4 more

aircraft are needed changing from the best solution (the 3-hub solution) to the 2-hub operation

with relaxed hub capacity and current demand volumes.

In summary, when demand increases, the solution is likely to increase the number of hubs

used and its use of large efficient aircraft.
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Future 2-Hub Solution

Operating Cost +4.9%

Cycle Cost +4.8%

Flying Cost +4.9%

Air Service Links 201

Block Time 663.27

Pickup Routes 151

Delivery Routes 151
Aircraft Needed 151

Double-leg Routes 49

Air Hubs 2

Table 4.9: Results of a 30 Percent Demand Increase with 2-Hub Operation

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we present an effective model, the Gateway Cover Flow (GCF) model, for

large-scale express shipment service network design with flexible hub assignment. We demon-

strate that for the UPS domestic Next-Day Air problem, the GCF model generates solutions

representing tens of millions of dollars in annual operating cost savings. Though designed for

tactical planning purposes, the GCF model can be effective in providing insights for strategic

decision-making, decisions involving the addition or elimination of hubs or hub capacity.

The composite variable concept can be a useful tool to capture difficult constraints implicitly.

We demonstrate however, the type of decisions captured in a composite variable greatly affects

the effectiveness of the model.
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Chapter 5

Future Research

Each composite variable represents a sub-assembly of a possible solution. By modeling the ex-

press shipment service network design problem using sub-assemblies instead of raw components,

that is, individual route variables, we are able to tighten the bounds provided by the associated

LP relaxations and improve problem tractability. This achievement, however, requires both

careful consideration of the variable definition and advanced algorithmic solution approaches.

In applying our novel models and solution approaches, we demonstrate that express package

delivery problem instances from a large carrier are solvable, with potential impacts including

tens of millions of dollars in annual operating cost savings and even greater reductions in aircraft

ownership, hub set-up, and maintenance costs.

We suggest the following additional research on the topic of express shipment service network

design.

* Column generation combined with variable enumeration for the GCF model.

In our GCF implementation, gateway composite variables are enumerated. Many of
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these variables are not likely to be included in an optimal solution. Column generation

with some restrictions might allow us to reduce the size of the integer programming model

and reduce solution time.

" Gateway selection and assignment of ground centers to gateways. In the

Second-Day problem, the volume from a ground center need not be assigned to the closest

gateway because there is more time available for delivery. Thus, savings can be achieved

if we optimally select a set of gateways to use and assign ground centers to gateways when

considering the Second-Day problem. This embeds a facility-location problem within the

flexible hub assignment problem. We can potentially adapt GCF to model this problem.

The challenge is the likely dramatic increase in the numbers of variables.

" Serving part of the Second-Day demand on Next-Day flights. Demand for

Second-Day service cannot be served by Next-Day flights, given current practice. It

could prove worthwhile to investigate the feasibility and potential benefits for doing so.

If benefits are evident, the models and algorithms we develop in this dissertation can be

adapted to consider serving Second-Day demand on Next-Day flights. The challenge is

again the increase in the numbers of variables.

" Robust network design. In this dissertation, our objective is to minimize operating

costs. A more realistic representation of the system should take service reliability into

consideration and allow the resulting network to accommodate certain unusual events, for

example, loss of hub capacity due to inclement weather conditions.

" Operations recovery. When unusual events disrupt scheduled service, the carrier

might need to re-route O-D commodities through alternative hubs to recover or achieve a
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feasible plan. The GCF model could be adapted to consider such cases, and restrictions

in the operations recovery problem might allow us to improve the solution speed.

* Incremental network design. In practice, dramatic changes to the current network

might be unacceptable to carriers. A more readily implementable approach might take

allowable changes and switching costs into consideration. This could in fact help improve

tractability because the model is more restrictive.

In addition to the express shipment service network design problem, we suggest the following

areas of research related to the models and algorithms we design in this dissertation.

* Information-enhanced column generation applied to other problems. One

possible application is the multi-commodity network flow problem, in which we can design

the flows for the sets of commodities on a portion of the network.

* The composite variable concept applied to other fixed charge network design

problems. One possible application is the facility-location problem. Although many

facility-location problems contain significant flow costs, we can design models combin-

ing composite variables and flow variables. Doing so will not compromise the GCF

formulation strength.
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Appendix A

Proof of Formulation Strength

Lemma 2 RH and RF are equivalent formulations.

Proof. Given a feasible solution to the RH formulation, the routes selected satisfy con-

straints (2.7), (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) in the RF formulation, because they are the same as those

in the RH formulation. We only need to find a set of feasible commodity-based path flows for

the RF formulation, given the set of feasible gateway-based path flows and hub assignments for

the RH formulation. Consider the pickup operation between a gateway-hub pair (1, h). We

denote the set of pickup paths between gateway 1 and hub h as P '', and the set of commodi-

P~hties that originate at gateway 1 and can be sorted at hub h as K, . Given the set of feasible

gateway-based pickup path flows, we can construct a set of commodity-based pickup path flows

between the gateway-hub pair as follow.

" Step 1: select a path p from P ',and let xi,, be the flow from gateway 1 on path p in

the solution to the RH formulation.

" Step 2: select a commodity k from K 1', and let xi be the flow of commodity k through
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hub h, xk = bk z.

o Step 3: If xjp > xk , let x = , k7 1,P = h - , x Q 0 and repeat Step 2. If

x1 ,, 5 xh, let x= , = x -X,, Xi,, = 0, and select another path p from P' and

repeat Step 3.

The above process terminates when xjp = 0 for each p E Ph ' and X= 0 for each k E '

This is true because of constraints (4.13). Similarly, we can construct commodity-based delivery

path flows between gateway 1 and hub h and pickup and delivery path flows between other

gateway-hub pairs. Let O(k) and D(k) denote the origin and destination gateway of commodity

k, respectively. Because an O-D commodity k can be transported on any pickup path between

its origin and one of its candidate hubs and on any delivery path between one of its candidate

hubs and its destination, we have

Ph Ph
k) = P ', and

Dh D,h
~D(k)k

Thus,

k EK PEPkp lE\hE kKP' h PEP," h 1E~rhEH ePE f lePEPP

The first equality is the result of grouping commodities by their origin gateway, and the

second equality is achieved by construction. By constraints (4.11),

Z 6
?1LTyT - Z S " = 5 6 Uryr - 5 , ;> 0, (i, j) A.

rERp kEKcpEP rERp pEJVPE'Pp
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So the constructed commodity-based pickup path flows satisfy constraints (2.11). We can

similarly prove that the constructed commodity-based delivery path flows satisfy constraints

(2.12).

By construction,

xP = ( ( xh= bkZ =bk, k E K, and
hEHk PE h hEHk PEpP) hEHk

k - x 4 = 5 x- k x =bz-b Zk0= , kEK, hEHk.
DE Ph - kP kh

PPrk" PE'P2rk PEPOjk) PE D(Ic)

By constraints (4.16),

S x = = bh < eh, h E H.
kEK pEPh kEK kEK

Thus, the constructed set of commodity-based path flows satisfy constraints (2.11)-(2.15).

Overall, for any feasible solution to the RH formulation, we can find a feasible solution to the

RF formulation with equal cost.

Conversely, given a feasible solution to the RF formulation, the routes selected also sat-

isfies constraints (4.7)-(4.10). We can construct a set of gateway-based path flows and hub

assignment variables with equations (A.1)-(A.3).
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xIp= XS , l E A, h E H, p C Pi (A.1)
P~hkEKi

, = x , IEKr, hEH, pEPfi (A.2)
keK,h

k k K

Zh= E xp/bk, kEK, hEHk (A.3)

P E P,;' h

Reversing the reasoning in the first part of the proof, we can show that the set of constructed

gateway-based path flows and hub assignments variables satisfy constraints (4.11)-(4.16). Thus,

for any feasible solution to the RF formulation, we can also find a feasible solution to the RH

formulation with equal cost. m

Lemma 3 CHA and RH are equivalent integer programming formulations.

Proof. Given any integer commodity composite solution to the CHA formulation, we can

construct an integer route solution to the RH formulation through the following mapping

7 oC = Yr. (A.4)
CEC

The constructed route solution has the same objective value as the commodity composite

solution. We can show it satisfies constraints (4.7)-(4.10), using count constraints (4.10) as an

illustrating example. In the CHA formulation, for a fleet type f, we have

cEC rER

where 6f is 1 if fleet type f is assigned to route r, and 0 otherwise, and -yr is the number of
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aircraft route r included in composite c. With mapping (A.4), we can re-write the constraint

as

Z6 Z Vc = 6yr < f.
rER cEC rER

So the route solution obtained by mapping (A.4) satisfies the count constraints, and we can

similarly show that balance and landing constraints in the RH formulation are also satisfied.

Next, we construct a set of feasible gateway-based path flows for the RH formulation. Let

"CP be the hub assignment for O-D commodity k and x' the flow from (or to) gateway I on

pickup (or delivery) path p in commodity composite c. Summing equations (4.20) for the

pickup commodity composites selected in the given solution, we have

h X C -pk'hVc = 0, 1 Eb h, h E H.
CECP pEPP CECp kEK

By constraints (4.27),

1 h X fhxvC > E 83''bk, E K, h E H. (A.5)
cECp pEPP kEK

Following the notation used in the proof of Lemma 2, we construct a set of feasible gateway-

based pickup path flows between a gateway-hub pair (1, h) by the following process:

P h
" Step 1: select a path p from Pi', and let xi,, = ZEcCp x 1 ,,v, be the flow from gateway

1 on path p.

" Step 2: select a commodity k from K' 'h, and let xh be the flow of commodity k through

hub h, xk = bkz .
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* Step 3: If xp> x , let x = xt, x,, = kj,-xi, xk = 0, and repeat Step 2. If xj,p < x,

let x P = Xz,, Xh =h - x1,,, x 1', = 0, and select another path p from Pi'A and repeat

Step 3.

The above process terminates when xk = 0 for each k E K'' by equation (A.5). Similarly,

we can construct gateway-based delivery path flows between gateway 1 and hub h and pickup

and delivery path flows between other gateway-hub pairs.

We use this constructed set of gateway-based path flows as the solution for the RH formu-

lation. By construction, we have

S S 6 , = E 5bkzi, k E K, h E H, and (A.6)
lgc pEPP kEK

6 6S X", = D bk zk, 1 E M, h E H. (A.7)
iGNp PP k h

IEJVPpD kEK

Therefore, the constructed set of gateway-based path flows satisfy constraints (4.13) and

(4.14). In addition,

5 6 jUrYr -5 6jUr 1:-YVc 5i~ 5C 5 '6 Vc > 6pij5 Xl,p, (I,j)E A
rERp rER P cECp cECp pEP)' LEN IEN pEP)

The first inequality follows inequalities (4.21), and the second follows inequalities (A.5). The

constructed gateway-based pickup path flows therefore satisfy constraints (4.11). Similarly, we

can prove that the construct a set of gateway-based delivery path flows satisfy constraints

(4.12). For hub assignment variables, we can use the hub assignment solution for the CHA

formulation to satisfy constraints (4.15) and (4.16). Overall, given an integer feasible solution

to the CHA formulation, we can find an integer feasible solution to the RH formulation with
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the same cost.

Conversely, given an integer feasible solution to the RH formulation, we can construct two

trivial commodity composites with the set of routes selected in the solution. One includes all

the pickup routes selected and picks up all the O-D commodities, and the other includes all the

delivery routes selected and delivers all the O-D commodities, following the hub assignment in

the given solution. These two commodity composites and the hub assignment solution satisfy

all the constraints in the CHA formulation and have the same cost. *

The first part of the above proof, (given any integer commodity composite solution to the

CHA formulation, we can construct an integer route solution to the RH formulation with the

same cost) holds when integrality constraints are relaxed. Thus, we can prove the following

lemma.

Lemma 3 The CHA formulation is at least as strong as the RH formulation.
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Appendix B

Procedures

Procedure ProcessRoutes(List of feasible pickup aircraft routes)
while not End-of-List do

select a route r from the list of feasible pickup aircraft routes
if (route r is a single-leg route) // suppose it visits gateway i and hub h

add r to i.pickupCompositeRouteList
r.availableCapacityFor[i] +- r.capacity

else // r is a double-leg route, suppose it visits gateway ij, and hub h
if (h is the major hub)

if ( i is a small-demand gateway and
r.capacity i.fixedPickupDemandtoMajorHub)
add r toj.pickupCompositeRouteList
r.availableCapacityFor[j <--- r.capacity -
i.fixedPickupDemandtoMajorHub

endif
if (j is a small-demand gateway and

r.capacity j.fixedPickupDemandtoMajorHub)
add r to i.pickupCompositeRouteList
r.availableCapacityFor[i] +- r.capacity -
j.fixedPickupDemandtoMajorHub

endif
endif

endif
end while

End Procedure

Figure B-1: Procedure for Processing Routes for Gateway Composite Variable Generation
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Procedure GenerateGatewayComposite Variableso

select a gateway i from the list of gateways
while not End-of-List do

routeList <- 0
CompositeRecursive(i, 0, 0, routeList, 0, 0)

end while
End Procedure

Procedure CompositeRecursive (i, capacity, majorHubCapacity, routeList, numRoutes, k)

while not End-of-List do
get the kh route r from i.pickupCompositeRouteList
if ( r is a single-leg route or r satisfies double-leg route conditions)

if ( r goes to the major hub)
tempMajorHubCapacity <- majorHubCapacity + r. availableCapacityFor[i]

endif
copy routeList to newRouteList
add r to newRouteList
if ( capacity+ r. availableCapacityFor[i] < i.minAirPickupDemand)

if ( numRoutes + 1 < r.compsiteRouteLimit )
CompositeRecursive( i, capacity + r. availableCapacityFor[i],

tempMajorHubCapacity, newRouteList, numRoutes +1, k)
endif

else
if ( tempMajorHubCapacity i.fixedPickupDemandToMajorHub)

build gateway composite variable c from newRouteList
add c to r.gatewayCompositeList

endif
if ( numRoutes + 1 < r.compsiteRouteLimit and

capacity + r.availableCapacityFor[i] < i.totalPickupDemand)
CompositeRecursive( i, capacity + r. availableCapacityFor[i],

tempMajorHubCapacity, newRouteList, numRoutes +1, k)
endif

endif
endif
k <- k+1

end while
delete routeList

End Procedure

Figure B-2: Procedures for Generating Gateway Composite Variables
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Procedure RemoveCapacityForFixedDemand( a gateway composite variable)
while not End-of-List do

select a route r from the set of routes included in the composite variable
if (route r is a double-leg route)

numberDoubleStopRoutes <- numberDoubleStopRoutes + 1
add r to doubleStopRouteList

else // r is a single-leg route, suppose it visits gateway i and hub h
if the r.capacity > ifixedDemandFor[h] then

r.capacity <- r.capacity - ifixedDemandFor[h]
ifixedDemandFor[h] <- 0

else
r.capacity +- 0
ifixedDemandFor[h] +- i.fixedDemandFor[h] - r.capacity

endif
endif

end while
if ( numberDoubleStopRoutes = 1 ) then

get route r from doubleStopRouteList
// suppose r serves gateway i andj, and hub h

r.capacity +- r.capacity - ifixedDemandFor[h] -j.fixedDemandFor[h]
ifixedDemandFor[h] <- 0

j.fixedDemandFor[h] <- 0
else if ( numberDoubleStopRoutes = 2 ) then

create an artificial pathp
select a route r from the set of routes included in the composite variable
// suppose r serves gateway i andj, and hub h
while not End-of-List do

p.capacity 4- p.capacity + r.capacity - ifixedDemandFor[h]
-j.fxedDemandFor[h]

p.flowUpperBoundFor[i] +- p.flowUpperBoundFor[i] + r.capacity
-j.fixedDemandFor[h]

p.flowUpperBoundFor[j] -- p.flowUpperBoundFor[j] + r.capacity
- ifixedDemandFor[h]

end while
end if

End Procedure

Figure B-3: Procedure for Removing the Capacity for the Fixed Demand
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Appendix C

Glossary

Aircraft Route: Combination of an aircraft of a particular fleet type flying a

particular route.

ARM: Aircraft Routing Model.

Block Time: Flying time plus taxi time.

Block Time Cost: Cost based on the block time flown, includes mostly the crew

and fuel costs.

Candidate hub: A hub h is a candidate hub of an O-D commodity k if there is

a valid pickup aircraft route from the origin gateway of k to hub h, and a valid

delivery aircraft route from hub h to the destination gateway of k.

CHA: Commodity Hub Assignment Model.

Commodity Composite: A set of aircraft routes R, that provide sufficient ca-

pacity to pick up or deliver a set of O-D commodities Kc for a pre-specified hub

assignment, Ok, for each O-D commodity k, k c Kc.
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(Gateway-Hub) Delivery Demand: Volume consolidated from O-D commodi-

ties destined to the same gateway and assigned to the same hub.

(Package) Delivery Path: A sequence of flight legs from a hub to a destination

gateway.

Delivery Route: A route originating at a hub and visiting one or two gateways.

Demand Composite: A set of aircraft routes that provide sufficient capacity for

a set of pickup or delivery demands.

Destination Ground Center: A location where packages are sent before delivered

to customers.

Destination Sort: Sort for packages delivered to a destination ground center.

Double-Leg Route Junction Gateways: A gateway visited by more than one

double-leg routes.

Earliest Hub Arrival Time (EHAT): The earliest time a pickup aircraft can

arrive at a hub.

Earliest Hub Departure Time (EHDT): The earliest time a delivery flight may

depart from the hub.

Earliest Pickup Time (EPT): The earliest time a pickup aircraft can depart a

gateway.

Earliest Pickup Time from Center (EPTC): The earliest time shipments can

depart a ground center.

ESSND: Express Shipment Service Network Design.
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Ferrying: Empty aircraft movement.

Fixed Commodity: A commodity that has only one candidate hub.

Fixed Cycle Cost: Cost incurred on each flight leg, typically includes the landing

fees and other one-time charges.

Fixed Hub Assignment Problem: Express Shipment Service Network Design

Problem with Fixed Hub Assignment.

Flexible Commodity: A commodity that has more than one candidate hub.

Gateway: An airport at which packages are transferred from ground vehicles and

feeder aircraft to the airplanes that fly the pickup routes. Gateways are also the

points at which packages are transferred from airplanes that fly the delivery routes

to ground vehicles and feeder aircraft.

Gateway Composite: A set of aircraft routes Rg that provide sufficient capacity

to pick up or deliver all the commodities at the set of gateways Kg visited by the

routes.

Gateway Flow Pickup (or Delivery) Path: The amount of flow from a gateway

on a pickup (or delivery) path.

GCF: Gateway Cover Flow Model.

Ground Center: A location where packages enter or depart the express shipment

service network.

Hub: Airport at which packages are sorted. Hubs serves as the terminating location

for pickup routes and the starting point for delivery routes.
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Hub Pickup/Delivery Composite: A set of pickup (or demand) composites, if

they satisfy the count constraints, the landing constraint for that hub (and other

hubs), and the cover constraints for the pickup (or delivery) gateway-hub demands

to (or from) that hub.

INS: Integrated NDA-SDA Formulation (with demand composite variables).

INS-H: Integrated NDA-SDA Formulation with Hub composite variables.

Integrated NDA-SDA Problem: The Integrated Next-Day and Second-Day

ESSND Problem with fixed hub assignment.

Latest Delivery Time (LDT): The latest time a delivery aircraft may arrive at

the gateway.

Latest Delivery Time to Center (LDTC): The latest time shipments may be

delivered to a ground center.

Latest Hub Arrival Time (LHAT): The latest time a pickup flight can arrive

at the hub and still allow sufficient sort time for the packages it transports.

Minimum Air Pickup (or Delivery) Volume: Total volume from (or to) a

gateway subtracted by the maximum ground volume at that gateway.

Minimum Turn Time: The minimum time required for an aircraft of type f to

stay on the ground for loading, unloading, and refueling between flight legs.

Maximum Pickup (or Delivery) Ground Volume: The maximum volume

from (or to) a gateway that can be picked up (or delivered) by ground service.

Maximum Pickup (or Delivery) Ground Percentage: The maximum per-
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centage of the pickup demand between a gateway-hub pair can be served by ground

service, computed based on historical data.

MCNF: Multi-Commodity Network Flow Problem.

NDA: Next-Day Air.

NDP: The Network Design Problem.

Origin-Destination (O-D) Commodity/Origin-Destination Volume: Ori-

gin gateway-destination gateway demands.

Origin Ground Center: A location where packages collected from customers are

first sent.

Origin sort: Sort for packages collected to a origin ground center.

(Gateway-Hub) Pickup Demand: Volume consolidated from O-D commodities

originating from the same gateway and assigned to the same hub.

(Package) Pickup Path: A sequence of flight legs from an origin gateway to a

hub.

Pickup Route: A route visiting one or two gateways and destined to a hub.

RF: Route and Flow Model.

RH: Route and Hub Assignment Model.

RMP: Restricted master problem.

Route: A sequence of connected flight legs.

SDA: Second-Day Air.
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Small Demand Gateway/Small Demand Gateway Rule: If the total volume

from (or to) a gateway is smaller than the capacity of the largest aircraft that can

service the gateway, the gateway is categorized as a small demand gateway and

all the associated volume is assigned to the major hub.

Size of a Gateway Composite: The number of gateways a gateway composite

covers.

Subnetwork: a triplet (KG, HG, RG) including a subset of gateways, ATG, a set of

hubs, HG, and the complete set of routes, RG, visiting only the set of gateways KG.
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Appendix D

Notation

Sets:

A set of pickup arcs.

A, set of pickup arcs used by the aircraft routes included in commodity composite c.

Ag set of pickup arcs used by the aircraft routes included in gateway composite g.

B set of delivery arcs.

C set of demand (or commodity) composites.

Cp set of pickup demand (or commodity) composites.

CD set of delivery demand (or commodity) composites.

CT set of demand composites for the NDA (T = N) or SDA (T = S) network.{ set of pickup (0 = P) or delivery (0 = D) demand composites for the

NDA (T = N) or SDA (T = S) network.
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set of pickup (0 = P) or delivery (0 = D) demand composites

CToh covering gateway-hub to (0 = P) or from (0 = D) hub h

in the NDA (T = N) or SDA (T = S) network.

F set of fleet types or facilities.

9P set of pickup gateway composites.

9D set of delivery gateway composites.

9 set of gateway composites.

H set of hubs.

HG set of hubs on sub-network G.

Hk set of candidate hubs for commodity k, k C K.

'HT set of hub composites for the NDA (T = N) or SDA (T = S) network.

set of pickup (0 = P) or delivery (0 = D) hub composites for the

NDA (T = N) or SDA (T = S) network.

K set of O-D commodities.

K, set of O-D commodities served by commodity composite c.

KG set of O-D commodities on sub-network G.

KIP set of commodities to be picked up from gateway 1.

KI set of commodities to be delivered to gateway 1.

Ph
K ' set of commodities that originate at gateway 1 and can be sorted at hub h.

D h
KD' set of commodities that are destined to gateway 1 and can be sorted at hub h.

K set of gateways.

Ae set of gateways visited by the aircraft routes included in commodity composite c.
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ANg set of gateways visited by the aircraft routes included in gateway composite g.

KG set of gateways on sub-network G.

P, sets of paths based on the aircraft routes included in commodity composite c.

P9  sets of paths based on the aircraft routes included in gateway composite g.

PG sets of paths on sub-network G.

PP sets of pickup paths.

pD sets of delivery paths.

Pk set of pickup paths for an O-D commodity k, k E K.

PD set of delivery paths for an O-D commodity k, k E K.

P~hk
P ' set of pickup paths from the origin of commodity k to hub h, k E K, h E Hk.

P ' set of delivery paths from hub h to the destination of commodity k, k E K, h E Hk.

P '" set of pickup paths from gateway 1 to hub h, 1 E K, h E H.

P, set of delivery paths from hub h to gateway 1, l E K, h E H.

R sets of aircraft routes.

Rc sets of aircraft routes included in commodity composite c.

Rg sets of aircraft routes included in gateway composite g.

RG sets of aircraft routes on sub-network G.

Rp sets of pickup aircraft routes.

RD sets of delivery aircraft routes.

Rf set of routes that can be flown by fleet type f, f E F.

R4 set of pickup routes that can be flown by fleet type f, f E F.

Rf set of delivery routes that can be flown by fleet type f, f E F.D
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[S,T] set of arcs from ScArto T CKr, SUT=r fand SnT= 0.

Data:

ah number of aircraft parking spots at hub h E H.

T number of aircraft parking spots at hub h for NDA (T = N)

or SDA (T = S) network.

bk volume of O-D commodity k E K.

bi the pickup demand between gateway i and hub h.

b2 the delivery demand between gateway i and hub h.

b i {pickup (0 = P) or delivery (0 = D) demand between gateway i and hub h

for NDA (T = N) or SDA (T = S) network.

k unit flow cost of commodity k flown on arc (i, j).

df cost of installing one unit of facility type f on arc (i, j).

d cost of flying route r with fleet type f.

d, cost of flying aircraft route r.

dc cost of demand (or commodity) composite c, d, = ZER Y7dr.

dg cost of gateway composite g, dg = rER -Ydr.

de cost of hub composite e, do = EcEE dc.

df ferrying cost for an aircraft of type f ferried from gateway i to j.

eh sorting capacity of hub h E H.

n1  number of available aircraft of type f E F.

nT number of aircraft of type f available for NDA (T = N) or SDA (T = S) network.f

Uf capacity provided by one unit of facility f on arc (i,j)
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Ur

Ur

DS,T

capacity of aircraft route r, r C R.

capacity of an aircraft of type f c F assigned to route r E R.

total demand originating in set S C Ar and destined for T C P1.

Indicators:

p 1 if composite variable g picks up all the volume from gateway 1, and 0 otherwise.

1,D 1 if composite variable g delivers all the volume to gateway 1, and 0 otherwise.

1, 1 if gateway 1 is the origin of commodity k, and 0 otherwise.
OD

1, 1 if gateway 1 is the destination of commodity k, and 0 otherwise.

ry number of aircraft routes r in demand (or commodity) composite c.

number of aircraft routes r in gateway composite g.

bfb

f number of aircraft of type f in hub composite e.
IyC number of aircraft of fleet type f in composite c.

number of aircraft of fleet type f originating at gateway i (or hub h)

in demand composite c.

number of aircraft of fleet type f destined to gateway i (or hub h)

in demand composite c.

f(() number of aircraft of type f originating at gateway (hub) i in hub composite e.

76(i) number of aircraft of type f destined to gateway (hub) i in hub composite .

7e i o 1festin(d t) gstenaydedub) painpuandomptsirwise

1 if arc (i, j) is included in path p, and 0 otherwise.

r~ 1 if arc (i, j) is included in route r, and 0 otherwise.

61 1 if path p visits gateway 1 , and 0 otherwise.

rf 1 if fleet type f is assigned to route r, and 0 otherwise.
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CihP 1 if demand composite c covers the pickup demand between gateway i and hub h,

and 0 otherwise.

6i'hD 1 if demand composite c covers the delivery demand between gateway i and hub h,

and 0 otherwise.

1 if demand composite c covers NDA (T = N) or SDA (T = S) pickup

,O,c = (0 = P) or delivery (0 = D) demand between gateway i and hub h, and

0 otherwise.J 1 if hub composite E covers NDA (T = N) or SDA (T = S) pickup

T$oe = (0 = P) or delivery (0 = D) demand between gateway i and hub h, and

0 otherwise.

1h<p' 1 if path p connects gateway 1 with hub h, and 0 otherwise.

,iOkh percentage of commodity k assigned to hub h in commodity composite c.

O(k) origin gateway of O-D commodity k.

D(k) destination gateway of O-D commodity k.

O(r) origin of route r.

D(r) destination of route r.

Decision Variables:

ve equals 1 if demand (or commodity) composite c, c E C, is selected, and 0 otherwise.

Ve equals 1 if hub composite E is selected, and 0 otherwise.

wg equals 1 if gateway composite g is selected, and 0 otherwise.

f number of facilities of type f installed on arc (i, j).

Yr number of aircraft of fleet type f E F assigned to route r E Rf.
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Yr number of aircraft routes r, r E R, selected.

S amount of flow of commodity k on arc (i,j).

xk flow of commodity k E K on pickup (or delivery) path p E PP (or PkD).

xi,, package flow from (or to) gateway 1, 1 E K, on pickup (or delivery)

path p, p E PP (or pD)

zk percentage of commodity k, k E K, assigned to hub h, h E Hk.

Yh k equals 1 if commodity k is covered in a sub-problem, and 0 otherwise.

number of aircraft of type f on the ground at gateway (hub) i during

ruT,0 NDA (T = N) or SDA (T = S) pickup (0 = P) or delivery

(0 =D) operation. w 'P = TD if i V H.f'i fi',

OJ {number of aircraft of type f ferried from gateway (hub) i to j after

the NDA (T = N) or SDA (T = S) operation.

?/kJh percentage of commodity k, k E K, assigned to hub h, h E Hk, in a sub-problem.

Dual Prices:

sum of the products of the dual price of a constraint and the corresponding

coefficient of route r in that constraint, for each constraint containing route r.

sum of the dual prices associated with gateway pickup (or delivery) cover
7rG

constraints (4.39) (or (4.40)) corresponding to set of gateways on sub-network G.

k,P dual prices of pickup cover constraints (4.27) specified for commodity
h

k and hub h.

7k,D dual prices of delivery cover constraints (4.28) specified for commodity
h

k and hub h.
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Matrices:

A constraints matrix for demand composite variables in landing constraints (3.6).

A constraints matrix for route variables in landing constraints (4.9).

constraints matrix for commodity composite variables in landing constraints (4.25).

A constraints matrix for gateway composite variables in landing constraints (4.37).

ATOh constraints matrix for variables in set CTOh in landing constraints (3.6).

constraints matrix for demand composite variables in bounday balance
B 1

constraints (3.2).

constraints matrix for demand composite variables in bounday balance
B 2

constraints (3.3).

TO hB 1 ' ' constraints matrix for variables in set CTOh in bounday balance constraints (3.2).

B T' 0' hconstraints matrix for variables in set CT~o,h in bounday balance constraints (3.3).

B constraints matrix for route variables in gateway balance constraints (4.7).

constraints matrix for commodity composite variables in gateway balance

constraints (4.23).

constraints matrix for gateway composite variables in gateway balance

constraints (4.35).

C constraints matrix for demand composite variables in cover constraints (3.7).

CT,O,h constraints matrix for variables in set CTO , in cover constraints (3.7).

H constraints matrix for route variables in hub balance constraints (4.8).

constraints matrix for commodity composite variables in hub balance
H

constraints (4.24).
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H constraints

H constraints

HToh constraints

N constraints

N constraints

N constraints

N constraints

NToh constraints

matrix for

matrix for

matrix for

matrix for

matrix for

matrix for

matrix for

matrix for

demand composite variables in hub balance constraints (3.4).

gateway composite variables in hub balance constraints (4.36).

variables in set CT'oh in hub balance constraints (3.4).

demand composite variables in count constraints (3.5).

route variables in count constraints (4.10).

commodity composite variables in count constraints (4.26).

gateway composite variables in count constraints (4.38).

variables in set CTo h in count constraints (3.5).

Vectors

a parking spot vector for landing constraints (4.9), (4.25) or (4.37).

d objective coefficient vector for demand composite variables.

parking spot vector for landing constraints (3.6) in NDA (T = N)
aT

or SDA (T = S) network.

n available aircraft number vector for count constraints (4.10), (4.26) or (4.38).

available aircraft number vector for count constraints (3.5) in NDA
T

(T = N) or SDA (T = S) network.

IT,O,h right-hand-side vetor for pickup (0 = P) or delivery (0

demands at hub h, h c H, in NDA (T = N) or SDA (T

vTO'h decision variable vector for demand composites in CTo0h.

WrA dual price vetor for landing constraints (3.6) or (3.14).

TrB1 dual price vetor for bounday balance constraints (3.2) or

7rB2 dual price vetor for bounday balance constraints (3.3) or

= D) gateway-hub

= S) network.

(3.10).

(3.11).
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7rH dual price vetor for hub balance constraints (3.4) or (3.12).

7rC dual price vetor for cover constraints (3.7) or (3.15).

WrN dual price vetor for count constraints (3.5) or (3.13).
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Appendix E

Formulations

Aircraft Routing Model (ARM)

min deve
CECpUCD

subject to

S y (1)vc - 5 '(i)vC 0
cECp CECD

5 gf(h)vc - 5 'yf (h)v =0
cECp CECD

E
cECp

-yvc nfl

i E K, f E F

h c H, f E F

f E F

: 1: 7(h)v, : ah h E H
fEF vECp

5 ih,P =1  (i, h) : bp > 0, i c A, h E H
cECp

E ffi,h,Dc= (i, h) : b4 > 0, i E M, h E H
CECD

vc C{01, c E Cp U CD
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Commodity Hub Assignment Model (CHA)

min E deve

ceC

subject to

Sv= 0

N v =0

A v < a

>3 k'hC - z> & 0, k EK, h E H
cECP

CECD

#Ckh >0,zk O kEK, hcE H

1:
hEHk

E bkzh ! eh,
kEK

k E K

h E H

vcE{,1},ECPUCD, z0,kEK,hEH
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Gateway Cover and Flow Model (GCF)

min dgw,
geg

subject to

F w =0

Sw = 0

A w < a

Nw<n

o afw 9 = 1,
ge1P

S ceDwg=1, I K
9egD

S 56?UrWg - 6x ,

gEgp r e R pEPP lEA

r -E 1:UrWg S i ,p

gEgD rER pEpD lEA

5 hr 1 -h
pe P

1 3P bzk = 0,
kEK

5 h - 5 DbZk = 0,
pEpD kEK

5 k = 1,
heH k

lEAf, hEH

lEAf, hEH

k E K

5 bkZk < eh, h E H
kEK

Wg E {0, 1}, g C g, z 0, k E K, h E H, X,p 0, l E A, p E pPU pD
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Integrated NDA-SDA Model with Demand Composite Variable (INS)

min > > dev+ ±

T={N,S} cECT T={N,S}jiEAr Ej

> y(i)vc
cECsD

- > y()vc- NP ± ' -

cECN jEArJ i

'I=0, iAE, f E F
jEAJNi

> yf(i)v - > y (-)vc +
cECN cEC

- SP + > J,f
f JEK OJ32

N,f = 0,->3 qV~' 1 =O

>f (h)vc +W'
cECT

(h)v-WTD - 0)V Vf~h hEH, f EF, T={N,S}
cEC

>3 v nf,
cECT

> > 7'y (h)vc 5 ah,
fEFcECT

> iho,cc ;> 1,
ceCT

f EF, T={N,S}

hEH, T={N,S}

(i, h) : bh 0 > 0, T = {N,S}, O = {P,D}, i E A, h E H

c E {0, 1} for all cECNUS, T, Z+ for T = {N, S}, 0 = {P, D}, i E

E Z+ for i, j E A, z = J, f EF, T={N,S}
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Integrated NDA-SDA Model with Hub Composite Variable (INS-H)

=in E : devE +
T={ N,S} E)WT T={N,S} iEA jEKK

fJ f. N 'P +SD+
- E2 Z~)VE) - ZU; + 'U ' +
7-iN

- E
O E HS

f (-)ve+ ND - 'P +

E
jEJ,ji

5 fPe~~

#f- 
S

jEA,j i

fy' = 0, i E A, f E F

-E
j E ,j#i

y(h)Ve + v,7TjP - yf (h)ve - Z = 0,E E )fh=0
OEc4 EE

SYeve ! nf,
ee H

E
f EF cE'Ti

7ye(h)ve ah,

f EF, T={N,S}

h E H, T = {N,S}

5 8,eve > 1,
eE1-i

(i, h) : bT 9 > 0, T = {N, S}, O = {P, D}, i E f, h E H
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Route and Flow Model (RF)

min df yf
fEFrERf URf

mm ~ D~y

subject to:
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5 (5 -lyf - 5 k >ik 0>
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Route and Hub Assignment Model (RH)

min E dry,
rER

subject to

B y =0

N y =0

A y < a

N y < n

ffury -b X1,P
r6Rp RE pE pz
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rE RD
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